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"... I vowed that I would dedicate my powers
To thee and thine—hove I not kept the vow?
With beating heart and streaming eyes, even now
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours
Each from his voiceless grove: they have in
visioned bowers
Of studious zeal or love's delight
Outwatched with me the envious night—
They know that never joy illumed my brow
Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free
This world from its dork slavery. . . ."
HYMN TO INTELLECTUAL BEAUTY
Percy Bysshe Shelley
VRCSKiiTinc;
EASTERN KENTUCKY
STATE TEACHEHS
COLLEGE

FOREWORD
The staff of the Milestone of 1947 hopes that you
enjoy looking at the annual now and that in the future it
will freshen memories of the past year. With this objective
in mind the Milestone is intended to present a pictorial
record of Eastern, its students and their activities.
Thank you for your co-operation and assistance. We
hope that you derive as much pleasure from looking at
the following pages as we did from working on them.
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We, the Senior Class of 1947, affectionately dedicate
this edition of the Milestone to William Harris O'Donnell,
President of Eastern.
President O'Donnell's sincere devotion to the interests
and welfare of Eastern and its students and his open
cheerful manner have won for him the friendship and
esteem of ail.
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L. G. KENNAMER
President
HELEN WORTHINGTON
Secretary
MRS. MARY BARNHILL
Sponsor
MARY WOOD LEE
Vice-President
VICTOR DeSIMONE
Treasurer
CARL H. SCOTT, B.S.
SCIENCE
Band, Orchestra, Student Union
Music Committee, Photo Club, Vet-
erans Club, Coduceus Club, Sigma
Tau Pi, Little Theatre Club, Y.M.C.A.,
Methodist Youth Fellowship, Mile-
stone Staff, Who's Who Among
Students.
ANITA C. MORGAN, B.S.
Monticello
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Kyma Club, W.R.H.O. Council,
Y.W.C.A.
BILLY BRASHEAR, B.S.
IRVINE
CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS
Milestone Editor, Science Club,
Phalanx, Moth Club, Coduceus
Club, Veterons Club.
LORA APPLEGATE HOLT, B.S.
Tollesboro
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Kappa Delta Pi.
AREVIA WEDDLE GENTRY, B.S.
Fawbush
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Pulaski County Club.
FOSTER HAMBLIN, B.S.
Buckhorn
AGRICULTURE
MILDRED ESTES, B.S.
Richntond
HOME ECONOMICS
Home
Club,
1947.
Economics
Miss Eastern
Club,
1946,
Madrlgol
, Attendonf
JAMES C. HOLT, B.S.
Fort Worth, Texas
COMMERCE
Veterans Club.
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GENE MARIE ELDER, A.B.
Cothollc Club, Modrlgal Club, Band,
Fine Arts Committee.
ROBERT JOHN GOOSENS, B.S,
Kewonee, III.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Catholic Club, Veterons Club, "E"
Club, Football, Track Team.
JEWELL D. HOWARD, B.S.
Crab Orchord
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club Pres., Koppo
Delta Pi, Y.W.C.A., Kyma Club,
Who's Who Among Students.
LOUIS A. POWER, B.S.
Brooksville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Veterans Club, Phalanx, Y.M.C.A.
Pres., Who's Who Among Students,
Milestone Staff.
EDSEL R. MOUNTZ, B.S.
Clay City
COMMERCE
Future Teachers of America V-Pres.,
Social Committee, Sigma Tou Pi,
Phalanx, Photo Club, Y.M.C.A. Cabi-
net, Secretory of Men's Council,
Veterons Club.
JANE C. BUSH, A.B.
Wo CO
MUSIC
Orchestra, Modrigol Club.
WILLIS H. JUSTICE, A.B.
Millard
ENGLISH, BIOLOGY
Veterans Club.
RUBY KEETON JETT, B.S.
Winchester
HOME ECONOMICS
Econo Club.
EDWIN HOWARD, B.S.
Photo Club, Harlan County Club,
Veterans Club, Bond, Sigma Tau Pi.
NANCY D. GRIGGS, B.S.
Richmond
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club, Modrigol
Club, Y.W.A. Pres.
HAROLD J. WINBURN, B.S.
Richmond
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Industrial Arts Club, Pholonx, Mile
stone StofF, Band.
MARY MAY SMITH, B.S.
Dayton
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club VPres., Bond,
Modrigol Club, Junior Closs Sec.
MARY AGNES WALLACE, B.S.
Georgetown
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ADRIAN M. OSBORNE, B.S.
Wollins
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Veterons Club, Horlon County Club.
MILDRED JOYCE PAYNE, B.S.
Corbin
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club Pres., Madri-
gal Club, Milestone StofF, W.R.H.O.
Pres., Methidist Youth Fellowship
Pres., Who's Who Among Students.
PAUL E. KLEFFNER B.S.
Portsmouth Oh o
CHEMISTRY
othol c Club, Codu eus Club Pres
nd V -Pres., Veteran s CI ub.
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BETTY JO BARNETT, B.S.
Somerset
MATHEMATICS
Madrigal Club V-Pres., Prota Decca
V-Pres., Y.W.C.A., Kappa Delta Pi,
Little Theatre Club, Milestone Staff,
Pulaski County Club Treos., Mathe-
matics Club V-Pres., Student Union
Music Committee.
JOHN D. ERTEL, A.B.
Covington
ART, INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Men's Glee Club, Veterans Club,
Little Theatre Club, Northern Ken-
tucky Club, Catholic Club, Art Club,
R.O.T.C.
ARDENA E. TACKETT, B.S.
Ashland
COMMERCE
ROSA BAKER GREENWELL, B S.
Oneida
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Veterans' Wives Club.
VICTOR DeSIMONE, A.B.
McRoberts
SOCIAL SCIENCE
World Affairs Club, Milestone Staff,
Senior Class Treos., Veterans Club.
NAOMA RAE DODSON, A.B.
Somerset
ENGLISH, HISTORY
B.S.U. Council, Kappa Delta Pi,
Canterbury Club.
KENNETH W. HADLEY, A.B.
Russell Springs
SOCIAL SCIENCE
WALLACE V. SMITH, B.S.
Corbin
COMMERCE
Veterans Club, Caduceus Club,
Sophomore Class Pres., Corbin Club.
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JACK NICHOLSON, B.S.
Veterans Club, Northern Kentucky
MILDRED L. LANGAN, B.S.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club, Kappa Delta Pi,
Progress Staff, Library Committee,
W.A.A., Whos Who Among Students,
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet.
GEORGE R. CECIL, A.B.
Bardstown
ENGLISH
Catholic Club, Canterbury Club,
Veterans Club.
MARY WOOD LEE, B.S.
Millersburg
HOME ECONOMICS
Y.W.C.A. Treos., Madrigal Club
V-Pres., Home Economics Club, Meth-
odist Youth Fellowship, W.R.H.O.
Council Treos., Senior Class Treos.
GEAN MARIE DURHAM, B.S.
Richmond
COMMERCE
Sand, Orchestra.
GEORGE E. MAINES, B.S.
Thompkinsville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
RUBY LORENE MONDAY, A.B.
Ewing, Virginia
ENGLISH, HISTORY
Canterbury Club, Photo Club,
Y.W.C.A., Progress Staff.
COLUMBUS C. DICK, A.B.
Science Hill
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Veterans Club, Pulaski County Club
V-Pres.
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EMILIE EATON, B.S.
Corbin
COMMERCE
Sigma Tau Pi Sec, Band, Kyma
Club, Corbin Club, Madrigal Club,
Y.W.C.A., Social Committee, Library
Committee, Student Union Music
Committee.
LLOYD HUDNALL, B.S.
Carlisle
INDUSTRIAL ARTS,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
"E" Club, Basketball, Track
Veterans Club.
ANTHONY A. McCORD, A.B.
Ewing
GEOGRAPHY
Veterans Club, Track Team.
MARY L. LANGAN, B.S.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club, V/.A.A., Kappa
Delta Pi, Progress StafF, W.R.H.O.
Council, Who's Who Among Stu-
dents, Y.W.C.A. Cabinet.
IRVIN C. KUEHN, B.S.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Veterans Club, "E" Club, Northern
Kentucky Club, Football, Track Team.
^ ^B FRANCES B. McWHIRTER, A.B.m Waynesburg'^m MUSIC
Madrigal Club, Band, Orchestra^K Kyma Club, Student Union MusiH^ Committee, Fine Arts Committee.
ELSIE MAE HARMON, B.S.
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club, B.S.U.,
Pulaski County Club.
MITCHELL DEATON, B.S.
Jackson
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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IVAN MAGGARD, A.B.
Richmond
HISTORY, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Football Co-Copfoin, All-KIAC, Bas-
ketball, "E" Club, Milestone Staff,
Who's Who Among Students.
ROBERT HUEY, B.S.
Petersburg
MATHEMATICS,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mathematics Club Pres, Kappa Delta
Pi Trees., Veterans Club.
JANE M. THOMAS, B.S.
Carrollton
HOME ECONOMICS
Economics Club Sec, Y.W.C.A.
DOYLE V. BELL, B.S.
Pine Knott
COMMERCE
Milestone StafT, Progress Staff, Vet-
erans Club.
SARA A. TRIBBLE, A.B.
Bondville
ENGLISH, HISTORY
Canterbury Club Se
CEPHAS E. BEVINS, B.S.
Southgote
MATHEMATICS, BIOLOGY
Mathematics Club, Veterans Club.
WALTER HEUCKE, B.S.
Louisville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, BIOLOGY
"E" Club, Footboll Co - Captain,
Kappa Delta Pi.
NANCY R. McCLURE, B.S.
Irvine
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS
World Affairs Club, Mathematlt
Club, Y.W.C.A.
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DAN J. DOUGHERTY, B.S.
Richmond
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Veterans Club, Little Theatre Club.
FRANCES THOMPSON, B.S.
Gimlet
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
WM. BRADLEY BAKER, B.S.
Wooton
SCIENCE
Veterans Club.
PA JLINE CAWOOD BALL, B.S.
Everts
COMMERCE
Horian Co unty Club, Veteran
Wives Club.
JAMES E. LOGSDON, B.S.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Kymo Club Pres., Freshman Foot-
ball, Baseball, Y.M.C.A., Veterans
Club Pres., Who's Who Among
Students.
MILLARD F. BISHOP, B.S.
Veterans Club.
MAXINE GIBBS, B.S.
MATHEMATICS, HISTORY
Progress Staff, Mathematics Club,
Y.W.C.A.
WILLIAM C. CARTER, B.S.
Lancaster
AGRICULTURE, SOCIAL SCIENCE
[17]
WILLIAM R. BENEDETT, B.S.
Elm Grove, W. Vo.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Football, "E" Club, Veterans Club.
ROBERT L. CONGLETON, B.S.
Band, Sigma Tou Pi, Veterans Club.
JUANITA GRABER, B.S.
Ashland
CHEMISTRY
Band, Orchestra, Madrigal Club,
Little Theatre Club, Caduceus Club,
Y.W.C.A., B.S.U. Council V-Pres.,
W.A.A.
WILLIAM J. KINSELLA, A.B.
Newport
ART
Catholic Club, Northern Ky. Club,
Milestone Staff, Library Committee.
HELEN DEAN WORTHINGTON, B.S.
Maysville
MATHEMATICS. HISTORY
Senior Closs V.Pres., Y.W.C.A.,
Mathematics Club, Koppa Delta Pi.
OVERTON H. CAMPBELL, B.S.
Rowdy
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
CLARENCE E. COLE, B.S.
Tollega
Caduceus Club, Veterans Club.
DENNIE CAMPBELL, A.B.
Laurel Creek
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Veterans Club.
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THOMAS J. O'HEARN, B.S.
Crab Orchard
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Photo Club, Catholic Club, Cadu
Club, Veterons Club.
EVELYN D. KALB, B.S.
Maysville
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Y.W.C.A., Messloh Chorus.
RUFUS V. HALCOMB, B.S.
Viper
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Photo Club.
VIRGINIA L. BLACKBURN, A.B.
Pikeville
ENGLISH
Canterbury Club Treos., Vetera
Club.
NORMAN A. DEEB, B.S.
Shelbyville
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
"E" Club, Footboll, Track Team,
Veterans Club, Kymo Club, World
Affairs Club, Photo Club, Science
Club, R.O.T.C, Phalanx.
ROY LEE COLE, B.S.
Beottyville
AGRICULTURE
Industrial Arts Club, Y.M.C.A., Vet-
erans Club.
MARILYN HENRY STEELE, B.S.
Ashland
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Madrigal Club, Boyd County Club
Pres., Veterans' Wives Club, Progress
Staff.
SANDFORD L. WEILER, B.S.
Horlan
CHEMISTRY
Y.M.C.A. Pres., Veterans Club, Band,
Orchestra, Who's Who Among Stu-
dents, Men's Glee Club.
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Prog
BEN LEAVELL SANDERS, A.B.
Richmond
SOCIAL SCIENCE
StofF, Milestone Staff.
NORMA ANN RICHARDS, A.B.
Ashland
ENGLISH, SOCIAL SCIENCE
Kappa Delta Pi Sec, Y.W.C.A.
Treas., Baptist Student Union Pres.,
Progress Editor, Canterbury Club,
Madrigal Club, Editor B.S.U. Key,
Who's Who Among Students.
JOE S. CAUDILL, A.B.
West Liberty
HISTORY, AGRICULTURE
Veterans Club.
MARTHA HAMILTON SHARP, B.S.
Richmond
COMMERCE
Photo Club, Y.W.C.A.
RICHARD TAYLOR, JR., B.S.
London
BIOLOGY
!rans Club.
VIRGIL GAINES TUDOR, B.S.
Richmond
AGRICULTURE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Veterans Club, Y.M.C.A.
HAZEL BERNEICE WALLER, B.S.
Crittenden
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Alpha Rho Tou, Northern Ky. Club,
Little Theatre Club.
LOUIE WHITIS, B.S.
London
CHEMISTRY
[20]
lORRIN GARFIELD KENNAMER, JR.,
A.B.
Richmond
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Band, Orchestra, World Affairs Club,
Veterans Club, Milestone Staff.
ALVIN DILLARD SHELTON, B.S.
Inkster, Mich.
CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS
VIOLA CAMPBELL, B.S.
Corbin
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club, Kappo Delta
Pi Pres., House Council V-Pres.,
Madrigal Club, Who's Who Among
Students.
CLIFTON R. SMITH, B.S.
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY
Coduceus Club, Veterans Club.
BLANCHE TRAMMELL, B.S.
Corbin
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Corbin Club, Y.W.C.A.
HAROLD LEWIS YINGER, B.S.
Jackson, Ohio
PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Football, Baseball, Physical Edu
lion Club Sec, "E" Club.
CHARLES W. BERNARD, B.S.
Hazord
COMMERCE
Siqrno Tou Pi, Veterans Club Wo rid
Affo irs Club, Junior Class Tre OS.,
Milestone Staff.
WILLIAM H. BLACKERBY, A.B.
Pendleton
ENGLISH, HISTORY
Canterbury Club, Veterans Club,
World Affairs Club, Baptist Student
STANLEY CLARENCE BOWLING, B.S.
Annville
AGRICULTURE
SIDNEY RATLIFF, A.B.
PIkevMIe
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Veterans Club.
IDA PEARL TEATER, A.B.
Lancaster
ENGLISH, HISTORY
Canterbury Club Sec, Veterans Club
HAROLD JENNINGS, B.S.
Richmond
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
JANE ACREE, B.S.
Richmond
HOME ECONOMICS
:onom;c5 Club.
SAMUEL WHITE FIFE, A.E
Richmond
HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY
ANDREW WELCH ROBERTS, B.S.
Corning, Ohio
CHEMISTRY
Veterans Club.
GENEVIEVE C. KINSTLER, B.S.
Alexandria
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
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LOVE FORREST CLARKE, A.B.
Drift
ENGLISH, HISTORY
Modrigol Club, Canterbury Club
V-Pres., Y.W.C.A.
GEORGE J. CAMPBELL, B S.
Gray
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS
Veterans Club, Mathematics Club,
Photo Club.
GILBERT MILTON WILSON, B.S.
Point Lick
AGRICULTURE
GEORGIA MILDRED RAGAN, B.S.
Monticello
COMMERCE
LESTER MARVIN MULLINS, A.I
Eubank
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Veterans Club.
MINERVA OWENS MURPHY, B.S.
Pippapass
HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics Club, Red Cros:
Unit, Y.W.C.A., W.R.H.O. Council
MARIE PHILLIPS, B.S.
Corbin
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Corbin Club, Y.W.C.A.
JAMES RUSSELL HALL, B.S.
Farmers
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
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(Picture Left)
JEAN R. CRUTCHER, B.S.
Lawrenceburg
HOME ECONOMICS
W.A.A., Y.W.C.A. Cabinet,
Home Economics Club,
Madrigal Club Sec, Mile-
stone Staff, Red Cross Unit
Chairman, Who's Who
Among Students.
(Picture Center)
JACK C. TALBOTT, B.S.
Dayton, Ohio
PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
GEOGRAPHY
Veterans Club Pres.,
Y.M.C.A. V-Pres., Progress
Sports Editor, World Affairs
Club, Head of Public Re-
lations Athletic Dept.,
Who's Who Among Stu-
dents, Sgt. of Arms Ky.
St. Vets, Veterans Basket-
ball Team.
(Picture Right)
MARGARET E. ANDERSON,
A.B.
Canton, N. C.
MUSIC
Band, Orchestra, Madrigal
Club, Photo Club, Y.W.C.A.,
W.R.H.O. Council.
(Pic ' Cen
(Picture Left)
LILLARD M. RODGERS, A.B.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Veterans Club, Y.M.C.A.
(PictL
WM. L. DeVENZIO, A.B.
Corapolis, Pa.
HISTORY,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Basketball, Baseball, "E"
Club,, Progress Staff, Cath-
olic Club, Coach Veterans
Basketball Team.
Right)
JOHN W. CONNOR, JR., B.S.
Brooksviiie
COMMERCE
MARGARET JANE
WILLIAMS, B.S.
(Picture Center)
GUY W. ALBRIGHT, B.S.
Brodhead
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
(Picture Right)
BERNICE MAY DIXON, B.S.
Biockey
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
(Pictu Left)
GEORGE HICKS, A.B.
Louisville
MUSIC, MATHEMATICS
Band, Orchestra, Men's
Glee Club, Y.M.C.A., Photo
Club, Veterans Club, Kyma
Club.
(PfClure Center)
JAY L. BUFFINGTON, A.B.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
HISTORY
(Picture Right)
JOE S. RAINS, B.S.
Verne
CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS
Mathematics Club, Veterans
Club.
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CONRAD OTT CAROLYN SANDERS
President Secretary
\
MARGARET LAKE
Berea
DELMAS FREEMAN
High Splint
PAULINE EVANS
Corbin
BURNA D. TALBOTT
Frankfort
LEWIS KILGUS
Maysville
CARRIE SHIPP
Columbia
WARD HODGE
Stout, Ohio
ETHELINDA GANNON
Pikeville
CHARLES HUDDLESTON
Portsmouth, Ohio
GUY FORTNEY
Harlan
MARY L. BAITINGER
Louisville
LAWRENCE BECKER
Wheeling, W.Vo.
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JUDITH WATKINS
Lancaster
ALVA HALE
Richmond
MARGARET WHITE
Phelps
REBECCA WARD
Paint Lick
JAMES HUTSON
Coalgood
MARILYN TRIESCHMAN
Bellevue
JOE R. WALTON
Lynch
MARJORIE GETTY
Covington
LEE GENTRY
Quail
JAMES CLEMENTS
Ray City, Ga.
EVA E. WALKER
Louisville
DENNIS BALL
Brookside
PAUL BUNTON
Salvisa
GEORGE COBERN
St. Albans, W. Va.
VERNON RICE
Annville
RUBY OWEN
Leitchfield
ERNEST BOARDMAN
Richmond
ONNALEE N.
BOARDMAN
Richmond
rf^ ff^ S f
GLEN CHARLES
Twila
HELEN CAWOOD
Cawood
EARL BOYD
Trinity
FRANK SIPHERS
Benham
ANNA F. PARKER
Barbourville
ROBERT LEEDS
Richmond
28
JAMES LITSEY
Irvine
ELIHU CARROLL
Drip Rock
GERALD BECKER
Wheeling, W. Va.
PEGGY RATLIFF
Pikeville
JAMES HAMPTON
Paintsville
WILMA J. CARROLL
Fixer
1 i^ :1
GILBERT M.WILSON
Richmond
CAROLYN SANDERS
Carrollton
EDGAR HARNED
Boston
RUSSELL SHELTON
Junction City
LOLA GARY
Pinsonfork
JOHN HOLT
Louisville
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WILLIAM AIKEN
Evarts
JEAN CLOYD
London
HART HATCHETT
Henderson
JAMES JOHNSON
Florence
LOUISE CRAWFORD
Combs
BLAINE CORRELL
Somerset
RUBYMAGGARD
Richmond
GLENN BROOKS
Yancey
VIVIAN RATLIFF
Ashland
BETTY SINGLETON
Lancaster
GEORGE ABNER
Barbourvllle
MRS. E. N. PERRY
Richmond
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HOWARD BARTLETT
Hazard
ISABELLE GREENE
Alva
CLARENCE CAWOOD
Cawood
LELAND ARNOLD
Corbin
LENORECHAFFIN
Catlettsburg
WILLIAM ADKINS
Yeager
ROBBIE OWEN
Leitchfield
PAUL VIRGIN
Argillite
MARY E. JACKSON
Loyall
KATHLEEN FLANNERY
Viper
SCOTTY STERLING
Ashland
SHARLINEMULLINS
Greasy Creek
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JAMES McWHIRTER
Hopkinsville
HORACE SARGENT
Newport
RAY McDANIEL
Cincinnati, Ohio
JUANITA SALYER
Salyersville
PAUL LOVE
Richmond
MIDA BUSH
Leeco
JAMES ARGENTINE
Toronto, Ohio
BETTY PERRAUT
Minerva
WILLIAM GRAVELY
Washington, D. C.
WILLIAM COLLINS
Blackey
JANE CONGLETON
Richmond
FRANK JONES
Cincinnati, Ohio
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ROBERT BERRY
Falmouth
WILLIAM KEARNEY
Jellico, Tenn.
WILLIAM KILGORE
Tracy City, Tenn.
KATHRYN SIPHERS
Benham
JAMES HAMBY
GatlifF
LOIS JUSTICE
Ashland
r 1 JAMES BECKNELL
Manchester
/*-s— ROSEMARY BRUNER
^'
Richmond
OTHO LACKEY
" M "^ Berea
f --' (
DONALD COLVIN
Germantown
AAARGARET GRAHAM
Parkersburg, W. Vo.
EUGENE JONES
Germantown
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ROY GREENWELL
Oneida
DAVIS HAHN
Lawrenceburg
WILLIAM HACKWORTH
Russell
EDNATRUESDELL
Trinity
JOE TODD
Richmond
VIRGINIA ROVVLETTE
Richmond
V/ALTER ERASURE
McDowell
JEAN CLOYD
London
JULIAN COSBY
Richmond
CONRAD on
Louisville
JUANITA ENGLAND
Covington
SAMUEL COCKERHAM
Beattyville
[34;
GLENNA FRISBY
Evarts
JOHN COLLINS
Manchester, Ohio
LULA THURA\AN
Lebanon Junction
BESSIE NOLAN
Fullerton
WILLIAM JUSTICE
Millard
DOROTHY HURT
Lynch
GORDON STEPHENS
Covington
ALDENE PORTER
Covington
RAY SMITH
Corbin
JOHN PITTMAN
Union City
FRANCES DIXON
Lothair
GEORGE COWAN
Carlisle
35
LAURA DURHAM
Richmond
WILLIAM HICKMAN
Virgie
NANCY SNOW
Richmond
ALLENE GRUBB
Corbin
WENDELL TACKETT
Virgie
FLOSSIE JOHNSON
Guerrant
ORVAL Mcknight
Langnau
NANCY DYKES
Richmond
CHARLES LEE
Richmond
GEORGE NORMAN
Wheeling, W.Va.
VIRGINIA CULTON
Richmond
GENE GARY
Pinsonfork
36]
WILKIE SIZEMORE
Paint Lick
JAMES McHENRY
Fort Thomas
HENRIETTA MILLER
Valley Station
MARYJ.ROARK
Greenville
ZOLLIECHILDERS
Fillmore
ALICE GHOLSON
Poducah
ALEX MclLVAINE
Richmond
JEAN SLATTERY
Richmond
ROBERT BAKER
Crab Orchard
CARL TOWNSEND
Grayson
HELEN FRAZIER
Premium
ALLEN PENNINGTON
Louisville
37
EARL ADAMS
Quail
LAOMA DAVIDSON
Pineville, W. Va.
CLYDE CRAFT
Mayking
CHARGES BOGGS
Loyal!
FRANCES
BROCKMAN
Sand Gap
VERNON HARRIS
Liberty
BONNIE AYERS
Twila
HENRY GILBERT
Corbin
MINNIE KINCAID
Primrose
MORRIS MURPHY
Richmond
VIVIENNE JUSTICE
Fedscreek
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RAY GILTNER MELEE HEUCKE PROCTOR STAPLETON MARILEE MOLONEY
Covington Louisville Paintsville Bellevue
JUANITA NEAL JAMES HOBBS MAVIS STIVERS CHARLES SPICER
Eminence Corbin Compbellsburg Louellen
LESLIE HOWARD NORMA F. TACKETT WILLIAM RIGGS ELIZABETH PENNINGTON
Harlan Virgie Russell Ashland
BARBARA J. SUHLES PAUL ALLAWAY SARA HAYS FREDERICK ROTHWELL
Blue Diatnond Harlan Shelbyville Rockport, Ind.
40
ALLAN WHITE CARITA JOHNSON DUANE HAYES VIRGINIA WRIGHT
Dayton Ashland Carrollton Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
KATHERINE SIZEMORE JAMES RIGGS NINA KALB LEO WILSON
Hazard Russell Moysville Richmond
CHARLES HENDERSON NANCY BLAKE JAMES HUNDEMER EULENE MOONEY
Manchester, Ohio Richmond Dayton London
EMOGENE AUSTIN WILLIS POTTER BETTY J. HILL WILLIAM BREWER
Constance Russell Volley View Lebanon
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ROBERT C. BAKER SHIRLEY CLOUSE EDWARD CREECH NANCY MAY
Louisville Rice Station Harlan Salyersville
EDNA COSBY EVERETT MOORE CHARLOTTE NEWELL WADE BURCHETT
Richmond Frankfort Maysville Prestonsburg
JOHN SOWDERS IVA LEE CRUM LUTHER WREN HENRIETTA PETERS
Richmond Canton, N. C. Point Lick Lido
MILDRED FRANKLIN CLAY GAY NINA S. HERNDON BEN WILMOT
Paris Richmond Richmond Richmond
JOE SPRAH ADA FISHER JOHNNY BENEDICT BETTY J. SPARKS
Covington Falmouth Virgie Paintsville
REBECCA COPHER RAYMOND PARSONS JOSEPHINE W. THOMAS JAMES N. MASON
Poris Cceburn, Vo. Richmond Stanford
DEWEY GREEAR LUCILLE RATLIFF FIELDER PITZER ERNESTINE JASPER
Greeor Bethel Waynesboro, Va. Somerset
BETTY STEWART DELBERT VAUGHT EDNA COOMES BOBBIE WILLIAMS
Ligon Science Hill Bard stow n Richmond
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JACK STRAUS WILLIAM PATRICK STEWART CATLEH PAUL MOORE
Newport Carlisle Gee Elm Grove, W. Va
LEONARD MANLEY MAE MARCUM AUDREY GLASS JAMES LINVILLE
Ashland Manchester Stamping Ground Winchester
EDWARD FROST VIRGINIA STROHMEIER JUNE MOORE RALPH SENSEL
Hazard Frankfort Fort Thomas Newport
WILLIAM JOOS EMERSON WARF DUANE OLDFIELD CLYDE CRAIG
Newport Benhom Newport Covington
CARL WARD CHARLES MANION ROY CAMIC BILLY MORRIS
Ludlow Henderson Bondville Kenvir
HUGH SHYROCK MARIA STERGEOS MARTHA LIST HARRY AYLOR
Lawrenceburg Moysville Pleasureville Burlington
WARREN STARNES GLADYS RICE ANNE R. COCHRAN GEORGE CARROLL
Richmond Mays Lick Harlan Ashland
DUDLEY WHITAKER BEN HUDSON CONRAD YOUNG ORVILLE TAYLOR
Whitesburg Lejunior Webbville Blackwater
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KARL SCHILLING
Richmond
ALFRED CLARK
Triadelphia, W. Va.
LEONARD HELTON
Eiel
CLARENCE GILBERT
Corbin
STANLEY PERRY
Erlonger
DORIS J. GURLEY
Harlan
BETTY HAMM
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
ROBERT HAYS
Tyner
DENVER ROY
Science Hill
BLANCHE SKINNER
College Hill
PATRICIA SCOTT
Fort Mitchell
BEN GRAHAM
?arkersburg, W. Va.
JOHN LEY
Chauncey, Ohio
CARROLL McGUFFEY
Chula, Go.
ELDRED CARMACK
EARL CLEMONS
McKee
MARCUS LOHR ARTHUR SEESHOLTZ JOSEPH KELLER JOHN JONES
Logon, Ohio Newark, O. Mt. Sterling Louisa
ROY STEVENS MARILYN BELLONBY ISABELLE WEBB EARL PARKER
Grahn Covington Ashland Frankfort
GEORGE KING HENRIETTA CLARK MATTIE L. RUTLEDGE JOHN HOLLAND
Louisville Midway Shelbyville Stanford
MILLARD REECE JULE MILLER ROBERT GRAHAM JIM REFFETT
Detroit, Mich. Newport Parkersburg, W. Va. Longley
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JAMES ROBINSON ROCCO PIGANELL HOWARD HURST FRANK GARRETT
Fort Thomos Detroit, Mich. Hozord Irvine
EDWARD BRAKEFIELD LILLIAN McCOUN BETSY TANDY LEROY VENABLE
Irvine Compton Corrollton Richmond
ALVA THOMSON VIRGINIA WHITT BETTY WARD WILLARD HARPER
Richmond Bellaire, Ohio Point Lick Hertford
HOWARD ROWLETTE NORMAN McGUFFEY LEWIS UTZ THOMAS EDWARDS
Covington Woynesburg Florence College Hill
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E. N. PERRY, JR.
Richmond
RAGON FLANNERY
HELEN ALLEN
Jackson
AGNES LEWALLEN
NINE JO LEWIS
Ccrroliton
GLEMA J. HICKMAN
RICHARD SCHERRBAUM
JULIUS LASSLO
JAMES CINNAMON
Cynthlono
MICHAEL JASKO
Wheeling, W. Va.
LOIS COCKRELL
EARL BALL
Brookside
HELEN ROSS
Richmond
JAMES FRANKLIN
Covington
BILL ROGERS
Point Lick
JENNINGS HOUNCHELL
Richn-ond
49
WILBURN CAWOOD KARLTON RATION PARK'ER DURHAM ROBERT HANEY
Cawood Benhom Richmond Luretha
WILLIAM HELD LOIS REYNOLDS LENA GRIFFIN TED COLLEY
Dayton Wlldle Partridge Virgie
ROBERT AKERS MARY E. WEST PEGGY McQUIRE WILLIAM COX
Paintsville London Ashland Richmond
JOE BALLEW CHARLES McCOLLUM RICHARD LAWSON BOB MARCUM
Richmond Richmond Ravenna Bereo
50
RAYMOND TACKETT
Virgie
HAROLD HARRIS
Richmond
DELMON EASTERLING
Ezel
WILLIS BAXTER
Lawrenceburg
WILLIAM NICKELL
West Liberty
JOSEPHINE SHANAHAN
Rising Sun, Ind.
BARBARA LEHMAN
Princeton, Ind.
CHARLES GRAY
Loyoll
JACK CREECH
Cumberland
JOYCE BROYLES
Plato
ELEANOR RALSTON
Paint Lick
JOSEPH YANITY
Athens, O.
GEORGE BAKER
Oneida
JOSEPH B. HARDWICK
Somerset
CARL BOLTON
Barbourville
JOE MORGAN
Olive Hill
[51]
GERALD MAY ALVIN McGLASSON WILLIE HIATT THOMAS KIRBY
Powersburg Constance Wildie Olive Hill
SHELBY WHITE BILLY YAGER TABITHA CRAIG CHARLES LEWIS
Richmond Warsaw Mt. Vernon Richmond
VERNIE R. VAUGHT JEAN COMBS NANCY HENDERSON ARLIE LINCKS
Science Hill Ravenna Manchester, Ohio Corbin
JOHN BOWLING FRANK WILSON ANTHONY BEVACQUA WALTER HENRY
Confluence Richmond Trinity Dayton, Ohio
52
JOEL McCLURE FLORENCE BUSH JEAN PRICE THOMAS BLANKENSHIP
Irvine Winchester Hartwell, Ohio Brigontine, N. J.
RICHARD MOORE MARGARET REED MADOLYN WHEATLEY ARVIN MAGGARD
Paint Lick Lancaster Ashland Crohn
WILLIAM DeJARNETTE MEDA A. POWERS DORIS DEETCH EDFORD WOLFINBARGER
Richmond London Louisville Irvine
HOBERT BRANSCUM BERT BAKER EDSEL VANDERPOOL JACK PALMER
Delta Hazard Lackey Irvine
53
JULIUS SIZEMORE MARY E. MOORE ROBERT DUGGER BETTY J. COLLINS
Point Lick Richmond Cumberland Gap, Tenn. Glomouer
GEORGE STEELE RAY EISNAUGLE THEDA H. BRAKEFIELD PHILIP COREY
Ashland Portsmouth, Ohio Irvine Rohway, N. J.
CLIFFORD SPECHT NANCY RANSDELL EDWARD SHEMELYA ROBERT McHARGUE
Southgate Louisville Baden, Pa. Corbin
GENE WILHITE WALTER RANDOLPH MRS. EMMA AGUINALDO
Pa ntsvitle Pe ryv lie Pike ville
54
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ROBERT COLEMAN
President
SUE BAILEY
Secretary-Treasurer
JOHN FINNEGAN DR. EMERSON JENKINS
Vice-President Sponsor
JAMES BAKER JOHN BLACKBURN NANCY BALDWIN ALBERT AMBURN JOSEPH DOVE
Mt. Vernon Pikeville Lancaster Corbin Vienno, Vo.
DANIEL BOWMAN BETTYE MILLER PATRIA FAIR DOROTHY CLARK JOHN DEERING
Berea Mt. Vernon Liberty Mays Lick Covington
ROBERT COBURN MARGARET KRING JO ABNEY FRANCES METZ MARTIN EARLY
Ashland Ghent Big Hill Ashland Bagdad
RUFUS MILLER LESTER AMBURN MARY ALICE BISHOP JOHN BAHLMAN WAYNE BROMLEY
Buckhorn Corbin Carrollton Fort Thomas Inez
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MAURICE BAKER
Richmond
HARRY GRIMME
Fori Thomos
RAYMOND WILSON
Oneida
JOE HOLLINGSWORTH
Lynch
JOE DeVITA
Stomford, Conn.
MARY FLETCHER
Richmond
BARBARA DeJARNETTE
Richmond
RALPH ELLIOTT
Doyton
SARA MILLER
CorroHtcn
BETTY BLAIR
Horlon
CHRISTINE COOK
Motion
EVA WINBURN
Evons Londing, Ind.
BEN DRAUGHN
Wiborg
KATHERINE GRACE
Lowrenceburg
JEWELL HOWARD
Woliins Creek
WILLIAM COMBS
Portsmouth, Ohio
BILL NOLAND
Crob Orchard
BILLIE HUGHES
McKee
BILL PRITCHETT
Richmond
JOHN VAUGHN
59
JACK EBERT BILLY JOE TURPIN ALMA COCHRAN CHARLES COMBS JACK BARNHILL
Soutligate Richmond Berea Richmond Corbin
PARKER MAY BETTY TALBOTT JOSEPHINE TAYLOR DOROTHY JANSEN TED COOK
West Liberty Burkesville Somerset Covington Whitesburg
SHELBY BAKER ALMA MEADE NANCY REICHSPFARR ANN THRELKELD JOHN ELSEE
Bagdad Ligcn Richmond Miami, Flo. Irvine
ROBERT GUNNING LANY GRIMALDI GLIMA ADAMS LEROY MELVIN CARSON DOLEN
Covington Stamford, Conn. Jenkins Paintsville Monticello
60
LOUIS BONETA JAMES TIPTON DOROTHY BRANDHORST PAUL HICKS JAMES ADDISON
Richmond Irvine Madeira, Ohio Cynthiana Cold Springs
CLAY FORD LOREME DENNY MEDA JO GLOVER JO ANN HOGAN HERCHELL HILL
Frankfort Cabell Frankfort Richmond Corbin
MAURICE RIHERD NORMA KEESEY KATHERINE RANKIN JOAN WILLENBRINK Vi/ALTER CONNELLY
Cove City Ashland Stanford Bellevue Salyersville
PAUL RAMSEY HAROLD MAUPIN EVELYN FELTY RICHARD BACHMEYER DENT HOLLIDAY
Corbin Berea Sand Gap Fort Thomas Hazard
61
JOHN MAYHALL ROBERT BUCK CLARA BOB TRAYLOR ROY CLEMENTS CARL FLYNN
Covington Luretho Fort Thomas Newport Somerset
EDWARD JONES RUTH COLLIES BETTY GURLEY VELMA BUERGER MAURICE RAMSEY
Richmond Ashlond Horlon Newport Corbin
ROY REDMOND BETTY ADAMS THELMA HACKWORTH GWEN ALLEN DEWARD EADES
Maysvil'e Fort Knox Ivyton Covington Richmond
JOHN FINNEGAN CAROL BLEVINS ELIZABETH ADAMS E. WOLFINBARGER HERBERT MILLION
Trenton, N. J. West Hill Paint Lick Irvine Beny
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J. C. OAK
Carrollton
JERRY REYNOLDS
Buckhorn
DIXIE GARRETT
Corbin
PAUL BAXTER
Frankfort
MORGAN REYNOLDS
Buckhorn
BERNARD PURCELL
Mt. Vernon
LOUISE PASLEY
Mt. Sterling
MARY LOU FORD
Luretho
MARGARET ROWELL
Hazard
H. B. SMYTH
College Hill
JOE MOTLEY
Ezel
DUPLE GRANT
Insull
LESLIE NORMAN
Covington
SUE BAILEY
Ashlond
RUSSELL ROBERTS
Paris
OTIS BUNDY
Lesbos
GEORGE PURDON
Moysville
MINNIE LAWRENCE
Shelbyville
HERSCHELL TAYLOR
Borterville
JOHNNY WINNINGHAM
Waco
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JAMES DAVIS EDWIN MONROE AUDREY HENDRIX ROGER COURTS EDWIN R. JONES
Irvine Falmouth Waco Brodford Marshes Riding
KENTON ROSS MARY BURTON SALLY SOUTHER MARY SCHISLER CECIL CRAIG
Paint Lick Harrodsburg Burlington Portsmouth, Ohio Covington
RONALD MUCHMORE MARTHA GRAHAM ROSEMANE KUHN LOUISE TUEL EIDON WHITE
Cincinnati, Ohio West Union, Ohio Lotonia Mays Lick Wallins Creek
RICHARD CULLEN JOHN BALLARD ALBERTA BOWEN FLOYD STACY CARTER STILL
Louisville Richmond Berry Jackson Bellevue
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WENDELL ROBINSON BOBBY COLEMAN JOY HOPPER ROBERT FOWLER ELMER BEATTY
Danville Corbin Richmond Corbin Dayton
EDWARD STROHMIER MILDRED PETERS BETTY KEENE JAN TRUMAN MARLIN MARCUM
Frankfort Sturgeon Hyden Fort Knox Louisa
EARL SORRELL JOAN EVERLING MARCELLA PADGETT WILDA EVANS LAWRENCE MORRIS
Shelbyville Indianapolis, ind. Waynesburg Carrollton Bondville
OWEN PARK HUGH CALLIHAN CLARA COTTENGIM GLENN CUMMINS DOUGLAS CHENAULT
Richmond Ashbnd Richmond Mt. Vernon Richmond
65
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HAROLD RICE HERBERT STEELY ELOISE LAWRENCE IRA BEGLEY THOMAS FORBES
Pointsville Corbin Jenkins Ingrom Covington
JAMES BISHOP MARY DAVIS JANE ROBINSON VELMA CLAGETT HAROLD ROGERS
Covington McKee Berea Louisville Lexington
ROBERT YOUNCE JANE THOMAS ROXIE HARRIS HELEN HOLTZCLAW SIDNEY ORMES
Mt. Vernon Cincinnati, Ohio Liberty Lothoir Moysville
OWEN McPEEK LOU LAPOSKI BARBARA McGUIRES JACK STIDHAM EDWIN NEWELL
Kenvir Tiltonsville, Ohio Ashlond Lothoir Moysville
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DALE MOORE CHARLES DAUGHERTY CAROLYN DAVIS ROBERT LANTER JAMES COX
Covington Elm Grove, W. Va. Stanford Richmond Kirksville
DARRELL FRENCH MARY CULTON RUTH TWINAM IRENE CABLE EUGENE CAMIC
West Alexondria, Ohio Richmond PIneville Beottyville Bondville
JULIAN BENTON DAPHNE SMITH ALLENE SIDELL CLETA JENNINGS ROY ROBBINS
Hazard Richmond Dover Newport Louellen
JOE BERTRAND GORDON JOHNSON JANE GARRIOn PAUL DAY MURIEL NAPIER
Cold Springs Lockport Horrodsburg Zee Cranks
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THOMAS COLLINS JANET DILLON KENNETH KNUCKLES DORATHEA SWANSON WILLIAM HUBER
Newport Mt. Olivet Beverly Titusville, Flo. Newport
lENORA DOUGLAS JAKE REAMS ELIZABETH COLLINS JOHN BALES EMILY RICHARDS
Hazard Richmond Richmond Covington Liberty
ERWIN PETERING LOUISE BOURNE HARRY RILEY GENEVA PENNINGTON JACK PERCIFUL
Newport Harrodsburg Fort Thomas London Mt. Vernon
EMILY ANDERSON WILLIAM RANKIN JEANE HOSKINS RAY COMBS FRANCES RITTER
Somerset Louisa Berea Hazard Richmond
68
CURTIS SMITH JAMES JOHNS JERRY MULLINS GEORGE W, CAMPBELL MARY L. OSBORNE
Cave City Corbin Wildie Krypton Richmond
WILLIAM HART CHARLOTTE TAYLOR JULIAN SHAW MARCELLA SMITH DONALD CARMAN
Irvine ErIanger Richmond Corbin Russell
NANCY LANE CHARLES ROBINSON KATHLEEN PARIS LLOYD SMITH DORIS BELCHER
Berea Willard Carlisle Bereo Drift
JACK BURKICH PATRICIA HUGHES FRED MALOTT JAYNE WEST ARCHIE SMITH
Neon Beatfyville Hicksville, Ohio Richmond Corbin
69
JACK COHENGIM JERRY CHILDERS EDWARD STAMPER ELEANOR CROWE WILLIAM PRICHARD
Winchester Winchester Beottyville Fort Thomas AshlancJ
ELOISE ROBERTS WILLIAM GRISE HELEN MOUNTZ WILLIAM BUCK MARGARET MARTIN
ZanesvMIe, Ohio RichmontJ Clay City Luretha Donville
EDWIN KEEN GLORIA BRUEMMER WENDELL BUCK RACHEL CHESTNUT THOMAS AGNEW
Buckhorn LoCrosse, Wise. Luretha Burning Springs Owensboro
VIVIAN BARNES JESSIE F. ABNEY MARGUERITE JACOBS ALBERT WILSON ANNE ROGERS
Falmouth Potsey Cumberland Irvine Covington
70
ANN BUR3IN DONALD HIBBARD FRANCES SPARKS JOSEPH FRYZ ALMA J. HEDDEN
Gee Covingtcn Paintsville McKees Recks, Pa. Ccrrollton
FRED JOHNSON CHRISTINE RITTER JACK HUTTON VIRGINIA REMKE JOHN R. FRANK
Buckhorn Richmond Cumterland Fort Thomas Fort Thomas
DORIS HAND K^RMIT CAUDILL MARGARET HOLDEN JAMES GIRDLER WANDA SCHWERIN
Crittenden Vicco Maccmb, III. Somerset Alexandria
BEECHER SERGENT ELOISE GILBERT ROGER PARSONS ANNA HOWARD ENOCH SERGENT
Lenarue Corbin Yancey Ivyton Polly
CARL PRICHARD KENNETH WALL BARBARA DeBORD JACK BELL NELSON LAMB
Ashland Waynesburg Maud, Ohio Pine Knot Covington
JAMES NEAL CLAUDIA ROTHWELL MADGE OLIVER PAULINE PHILLIPS FRANK ROYCE
Newport Rockport, Ind. Fincastle Hima Danville
PAUL RITTER DOROTHY YOUNG RUBY MORGAN JACKIE McDONOUGH OTIS JOHNSON
Dayton Stanford Crab Orchard Jenkins Sond Gap
DOUGLAS PARSLEY JACK GATLIFF COLLEEN MOORE JAMES BARROW CHARLES SHORT
Berea Loyall Brooksville Winchester Corbin
[72]
EDWARD CASEBOLT ROY BURNS MARGUERITE B. BELLAMY KENNETH BELLAMY BENNY JAMES
Newport Buckhorn Richmond Richmond Ashlond
HOMER RICE INEZ BENGE BILLIE SAMPLES VIOLA BALLARD NEAL PARSONS
Fort Thomas Bereo Irvine Carlisle Hulen
HUGH WILSON VIOLET MARCUM ELIZABETH MURPHY MARTHA McROBERTS ALBERT CROWE
Irvine Sand Gap Dayton Carrollton Fort Thomas
JOE ROOP CECIL NOLAND BELVA CALICO WILLIAM BARNETT LEWIS CALICO
Point Lick South Irvine Point Lick Somerset Bereo
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JOHN BUSSEY JAMES NICKELL E. FRUECHTEMEYER JOHN COSBY JOE NEWBY
Covington West Liberty Cincinnoti, Ohio Richmond Somerset
OPP BUSSELL DANA BALL CLARA L. BENEDICT DOROTHY A. WHITE GEORGE DAVIS
Mt. Vernon Harlan Newport Newport Berea
RUSSELL SCALE ANITA ALLEN JUNE CLEAVER GOLDIE TYLER ALONZO NELSON
Corbin Bard stow n Mt. Olivet West Liberty Richmond
OMER WEST BILLY LARKEY LOUISE KAYS CHESTER JENNINGS RAY BINGHAM
London Hazard Sinai Berea Point Lick
74 1
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MITCHELL FRENCH EUSTIS WEDDLE AUDREA COMBS FLOYD WHITAKER CHARLES COY
Alexandrio, Ohio Foubush Hazard Moysville Richmond
FLOYD SLUSHER PHYLLIS POWELL DOROTHY J. WHITE HARRYETTE RUPARD LAWRENCE BURK
Duluth Paris Green Richmond Covington
lEANDER JOHNSON RENA BAY EDITH HADDEN ROSE M. PFALZER FRANK KELLY
Norwood, Ohio Bradford Ravenna Louisville Harlan
MELVIN DICKERSON JACK HASTIE LOUISE CARPENTER MAURICE MITCHELL CHARLES DANIELS
Newport Mt. Sterling Bradford Covington Louisa
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KEITH HARROD JAMES BERNARDO ELAINE GARDINER HERSHEL MARTIN JOHN HAIL
Frankfort Lynch Lexington Prestonsburg Ruth
ROBERT MOBERLY SARAH FIELDS JACKIE OWENS VANGIE WILLIAMS CHARLES MRAZOVICH
Richmond Bereo Corbin Lawrenceburg Ambridge, Pa.
JOSEPH BROCK MARILYN McDANIEL GLADYS NOLAN NANNIE J. YORK HERBERT CONDOR
Corbin Ludlow Baxter Annville Louisville
DEWEY HOGUE ARTHUR BROWN WILMA HARRIS CLAY RATLIFF GENE DOWNING
Covington Louisville Corbin Woodsbend Moysville
\76
ALBERT SMITH ROBERT SKIDMORE MARIE CAMIC JOHN SOWELL CARL BASSHAM
Crummies Grays Knob Bondville Pagelond, S. C. Verda
EARL MOWERY JUNE WILDER VIOLA ENGLE FERN LOVELESS COLEMAN TUSSEY
Cumberland Paint Lick Viper Indionopolis, Ind. McKee
JAMES MEEK ADA BLACK PHYLLIS PEARSON FRANCES COOMES NELSON GAY
Falmouth Kay Joy Waco Bordstown Richmond
WILLIAM NICHOLS EDWIN CARTER BETTY ROGERS DOUGLAS BENNETT MALCOLM MEERS
Crummies Richmond Hazard Covington Louisville
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BILL FLOYD SANFORD JONES CLAUDIA HAWKINS JOHN RUDY JAMES COLLIER
Richmond Bulan Oakland Pork, Fla. Moysville Millstone
DONALD HALE WILLIAM DeBOARD NELDA SMYTH JOSEPH BEEVER LEWIS PERCIFUL
Cold Springs Cumberland Julesburg, Colo. Jellico, Tenn. Mt. Vernon
HARRY DEATON BILLY CALHOUN GARNETA FARIS JOHN YOKLEY SAM BALDWIN
Vicco Hitchins Trinity Tompkinsville Lancaster
JAMES BUNTON FORREST DRAKE NINA J. HELLARD JOHN HIGG ED FITZGERALD
Salvisa Zochoriah Covington Cumberland Cynthiano
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MOLLIS PERRY SALLY JUSTICE ELMER COMBS ANN BALLARD ERNEST McNABB
Lowrenceburg Ashland Harlan Richmond Richmond
JOHN FARMER WINFRED MclNTYRE FRANCES NORTON LEE TERRILL V/ILLIAM WALLACE
Maysvllle Vicco Nicholasvllle Berea Richmond
PAUL MclNTYRE EVA COOK RAYMOND BENTON LORETTA GARRISON JAMES DECKERT
Vicco Lejunior Ravenna Manchester Newport
STEVE MARCUM JACK MEEKS PATRICIA McDonald GEORGE SIZEMORE HERMAN HANKINS
Oneido Corbin Worthville Myden Paris, Tenn.
[79 1
MARVIN POPE SARA GILIHAM
Newport
PATSY BURKHART LUTHER BEATLEY
Harlan Elkhorn
JAMES ALLEN
Oneida
ANN DAWSON
Solviso
MYRTLE McDAVID LARUE REYNOLDS
Winchester Buckhorn
JOHN PATTIE MARGARET MYERS
Frankfort Richmond
WILLIAM ALLISON WANDA JONES
Louellen Richmond
LLOYD McKINNEY
McKee
ANNA L. DAVIS
St. Helens
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GRADUATE STUDENTS
Fred Darling Arthur Wickersham Mary S. Ward Billy Mason Dale Dicken
Ted Benedett Katharine Fossett Geraldine Igo Beulah Singleton T. C. McDaniel
Robert Yeager Delia M. Barrett Dorothy Dunaway Mary Hunter Casey Nowakowski
Sidney Baxter Julia H. Tudor Roddy E. Robbins
84
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ANNE REILEY COCHRAN
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\
MM
MISS EASTERN
87
MILDRED ESTES ATTENDANT
[88]
ATTENDANT ROSEMARY BRUNNER
[89]
MR. POPULARITY
JOHN FINNEGAN
90
MISS POPULARITY
GLENNA FRISBY
[91]

Main Street While hubby attends classes
Ten minutes till
Future Easternite Relaxation
[93]
pIjj
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1 .
Pre-game boost A gentleman's purchase
For his lady
To the athletic arena Behind the team
[94]
Our mighty eleven Wonderful barbecue
1R1MJ
.,£-^||'^J
Good evening
No-break And so goodnight
95
ARTS
BUILDING
[96]
SULLIVAN
HALL
97
n
BURNAM
HALL
[98]
STUDENT
UNION
99
]
CRABBE
LIBRARY
[100]
UNIVERSITY
BUILDING
[101]
MEN'S
DORMITORIES
102
CAMMACK
BUILDING
103
ROARK SCIENCE
BUILDING
104
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING
105
PRESIDENT'S
HOME
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WEAVER HEALTH
BUILDING
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MILESTONE
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BILLY BRASHEAR
Editor
HAROLD WINBURN
Business Manager
CARL SCOTT
Assistant Editor
FREDERIC P. GILES
Sponsor
MILESTONE STAFF
Billy Brashear Editor
Carl Scott Assistant Editor
Harold Winburn Business Manager
Frederic P. Giles Sponsor
Bill Kinsella Art Editor
L. G. Kennamer Feature Editor
Claude Rawlins Sports Editor
Howard Bartlett Class Compositor
Victor DeSimone Class Compositor
Mildred Payne — Class Compositor
Aldene Porter Class Compositor
Jean Crutcher Faculty Compositor
Betty Jo Barnett Club Compositor
Louis Powers Club Compositor
Edward Frost Photographer
Charles Manion... Photographer
T. J. O'Hearn Photographer
Ivan Maggard Sports
Claude Williams Sports
Doyle Bell — Advertising
Ben Sanders Advertising
Charles Bernard Typist
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MILESTONE STAFF
First Row Second Row Third Row Fourth Row
CHARLES BERNARD T. J. O'HEARN HOWARD BARTLETT CHARLES MANION
BILL KINSELLA ALDENE PORTER IVAN MAGGARD JEAN CRUTCHER
MILDRED PAYNE BEN SANDERS VICTOR DeSIMONE EDWARD FROST
LOUIS POWERS DOYLE BELL
Filth Ro
L. G. KENNAMER
BETTY JO BARNETT
[111
]
MATHEMATICS CLUB
^^
FIRST ROW-Duncan Huey, President; Emer-on Jenkins, Sponsor; Jean Cloyd, Treasurer; Burna D. Talbott,
Secretary; Smith Park, Sponsor; Dale Dicken, Vice-President.
SECOND ROW-Scra K. Miller, J. C. Oak, Allene Grubb, Betty Jo Barnett, Joe S. Rains, Marilyn Trieschmonn.
THIRD ROW-William Kerney, Helen Worthington, Joe Walton, Betsy Tandy, Lee Gentry, Josephine Taylor.
FOURTH ROW-Moxine Gibbs, Russell Shelton, Anna Frances Parker, Eugene Jones, Peggy McGuire,
George Campbell.
FIFTH ROW-Cephas Bevins, Nancy McClure, John Hollond, Mory Lou Ford, Billy Brasheor, Vivian Ratliff.
SIXTH ROV^-Vera Hond, Steve Marcum, Nino Jean Hellord, Raymond Wilson.
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KAPPA DELTA PI
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FIRST ROW-Viola Campbell, President; Dorothy Dunowoy, Vice-President; Duncan Huey, Treasurer; Norma
Richards, Secretary; Mary Langon.
SECOND ROW—Sidney Baxter, Burna D. Tolbott, Betty Jo Barnett, Loro Moe Holt, Anna Gill.
THIRD ROW-Naomi Dodson, Kotheryn Jasper, Mildred Langon, Anno Schnieb, Virgil Burns.
FOURTH ROW—Rufus Halcomb, Mary F. McKinney, F. A. Engle, Mary Bornhill, W. J. Moore.
FIFTH ROW-D. T. Fcrrell, M. E. Mattox, Allie Fowler, F. P. Giles.
SIXTH ROW-A. L. Wickershom, Margaret Neale, Jewell Howard.
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B.S.U. COUNCIL
First Row Second Row Third Row Fourth Row
JUANITA GRABER BETTY SINGLETON EUGENE JONES E. N. PERRY, JR.
Vice President
SARA HAYES KATHRYN JASPER HAROLD HARRIS
NAOMI DODSON
VIRGINIA ROV/LETTE
Student Secretary
G. T. COV/AN
NORMA RICHARDS Secretary ALICE GHOLSON Treasurer
President
LULA THURMAN F. A. ENGLE
EDNA COOMES Faculty Adviser
[114]
CANTERBURY CLUB
FIRST ROW-Dr. Roy B. Clark, Adviser; Love Clark, Vice-President; Burna Tolbott, President; Ida Teate
Secretary; Virginia Blackburn, Treasurer.
SECOND ROW—Sara Tribble, Howard Roulette, Aldene Porter, Naomi Dodson, Molcolm Meers.
THIRD ROW—Margaret Kring, Barbara DeJornette, George Cecil, Norma Richards, Elizabeth Pennington.
FOURTH ROW—Sara Gillham, Eloise Gilbert, Juanita England, Ruby Monday.
FIFTH ROW-Edwin Corter, William Blockerby.
115]
PROGRESS STAFF
U/^ .^
FIRST ROW-Moxine Gibbs, Business Manager; Elwood Caseboll; Shorline Mullins, Society Editor; Jack
Talbott, Sports Editor; Norma Richards, Editor.
SECOND ROW-John Mayholl, Glenna Frisby, Joe Todd, Dorothy Hurt, EdscI Mounti.
THIRD ROW-Leslie Norman, Feature Ed.; Edwin Carter, Mildred Longon, John Holland, Elizabeth Pennington.
FOURTH ROW-Allon White; Borboro DeBord; Bill Kerney, Cartoonist; Marilyn Steele; George Steele.
FIFTH ROW-Ruby Monday, Mory Langan, Bill Floyd.
[116]
CADUCEUS CLUB
FIRST ROW-Meredith J. Cox, Barbara Lehman, Clifton Smith, Martha List, Billy Cox.
SECOND ROW—Joe Bollou, Edward Frost, Melbo Heucke, Billy Riggs, T. C. McDoniels.
THIRD ROW-Jim Hutson, Mary Baitinger, Dudley Whitaker, Juanifo Grober, John Holland.
FOURTH ROW—Clarence Cole, Guy Fortney, Carolyn Senders, James Mason, Sonford Wieler.
FIFTH ROW-James Becknell, Betty Singleton, T. J. O'Heorn, Alice Gholson, Otho Lockey.
SIXTH ROW-Paul Kleffner, Billy Brashear, Donald Colvin.
[117]
PHOTO CLUB
FIRST ROW—Edsel Mountz, Edna Mae Truesdell, Martha Sharp, Joyce Broyles, Margaret
Graham, Ruby Monday, T. J. O'Hearn, President.
SECOND ROW—Frank Jones, George Campbell, Ed Frost, Gene Gory, Warren Starns,
Dr. H. H. LaFuze, Rufus Halcomb, Treasurer; Bob Graham, Ben Graham, John Holland.
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FIRST ROW—Walter Heucke, Jack Ley, Proctor Stapleton, Pete Nonnemacher, Paul Moore, Jimmy Cinna-
mon, Dick Scherrbaum, Joe Vanity, Abe Deeb, Jum Argentine.
SECOND ROW—Bob Goosens, Casey Nowakowski, Leiand Arnold, Hoi Yinger, Bob Siphers, Bill DeVenzio,
Larry Becker, Leonard Monley, Charles Spicer.
THIRD ROW-Ted Bennedett, Bill Bennedett, Gerald Becker, Irv Kuehn, Ivan Maggard, Ray Giltner, T. C.
McDaniels, George Moines, Bill Aiken, Charles Boggs.
FOURTH ROW-Ed Creech, Paul Wright, Louis Laposki, Lloyd Hudnall, Emerson Warf, Jack Bohlman, Ed
Nankins.
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NORTHERN KY. CLUB
FIRST ROW—John Dempsey; Dick Bachmeyer; Nancy Henderson; Stanley Perry, Treasurer; Jule Miller, President; Dorothy
Brandhorst, Secretary; Clyde Craig, Vice-President; Tom Collins, Clara Bob Traylor, Albert Dorges, Marilyn McDaniels, Jack
Strauss.
SECOND ROW—William Huber, James Franklin, Clara Benedict, Bill Kinsella, Jane Thomas, Butch Sargent, Duane Oldfield, Mary
Snith, Eleanor Crowe, Lawrence Burke.
THIRD ROW-Jock Kerley, John Bussey, Anne Rogers, Pat Scott, Dorothy Clarke, June Moore, Ralph Sensel, Velma Buerger,
Virginia Remke, Wanda Schwerin, Ralph Elliott.
FOURTH ROW-Clyde lewis. Sponsor; James Deckert, Allan White, Carter Still, Rose Marie Kuhn, Dorothy White, Cleta Jennings,
Maurice Mitchell, John Mayhall, Jim Bishop.
FIFTH ROW-Dewey Hogue, Bob Gunning, Dorothy Jansen, JoSn Deering, John Ebert, Ellis Neol, Erwin Petering.
The Northern Kentucky Club was organized in the fall, under the sponsorship of Mr. Clyde Lewis, Assistant Professor of
History. Its purpose is to encourage a spirit of understanding and friendship among Northern Kentucky students themselves,
as well as among Northern Kentuckians and their fellow students.
The policy of the club is to promote extracurricular social activities for the enjoyment of the student body. One of the
main activities during the post year was a Christmas formal held in Walnut Hall.
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VETERANS CLUB
FIRST ROW—Louis Kilgus, Jack Holt, Proctor Stapleton, Bob Gunning, Joe DeVito, Ben Draughn, Ray
Bingham, James Johns, Wade Burchett, Raymond Benton, Roy Redmond, Rocco Piganell.
SECOND ROW—Julius Lasslo, John T. Blackburn, Norman McGuffey, Ed Jones, Harold Harris, Jimmy
Robinson, Jack Perciful, Opp Bussell, James Franklin, Glenn Brooks.
THIRD ROW—John W. Yokley, James Collier, H. B. Smyth, Lillard Rodgers, Frank Jones, Victor DeSimone,
Steely McHargue, Edward Creech, Theodore Colley.
FOURTH ROW—James H. Bunton, Edward Frost, Joe Beever, Dick Grimme, Howard Barflett, Edsel Mountz,
William Blockerby, T. J. O'Hearn, Dudley Whitaker, Louis Laposki.
FIFTH ROW—C. M. Henderson, Joe Keller, John J. Finnegon, Emerson Warf, Ray Giltner, James Hutson,
Lynn Owens, Charles Henderson, Kenneth Knuckles, Bob Coburn, Foster Hamblin, Owen McPeek, Lyndon
Mitchell, Wilburn Cawood, James Baker.
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VETERANS CLUB
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FiRST ROW—Jack Ley, Harry James, Charles McCollum, Elmer Combs, Joe Caudill, Wlllord Bishop, Wade
Burchett, John Bussey.
SECOND ROW—Dorothy Dunaway, Robert Steely, Bradley Baker, Charles Bernard, John Dempsey, Larry
Burke, Robert Coleman, Frank Garrett, Tom Agnew.
THIRD ROW—Joan Everling, Maurice Riherd, Jack Stidhom, Paul Love, Ira Bagley, Hart Hatchett, Ray
MacDaniels, Beth Ertel, Claude Williams, Allan White, Raymond Benton.
FOURTH ROW—Ed Strohmeir, Harry Aylor, Dewey Hogue, John Ertel, Billy Cox, Guy Fortney, Pete Smith.
FIFTH ROW—Jim Logsdon, Walter Henry, Phil Corey, Henry Smith, Bill Collins, Carl Townsend, George
Coburn, Doyle Bell, Bill Brashear.
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y.W.CA. SNAPS
WORLD AFFAIRS CLUB
FIRST ROW-Bobby Williams, Joe Todd, L. G. Kennamer, Conrad Ott.
SECOND ROW—Willie Baxter, Raymond Parsons, Dorothy Dunaway, Davis Hahn, L. G. Kennamer, Jr.
THIRD ROW—Harry L. Aylor, Charlie Bernard, Paul Love, Victor DeSimone, Fred Edmunds.
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UXORES BELLORRUM
FIRST ROW—Mesdames Walter Heucke, Pres.; Duncan Huey, Sec; Robert Rankin, Vice-President.
SECOND ROW—Mesdames John Collins, Otho Lackey, Earl Rogers Parker, T. P. Edwards, Fred Darling,
Earl Adams.
THIRD ROW—Mesdames Bill Hackworth, Louis Powers, Charles Lee, Sidney Baxter, Cephas Bevins, Jill
Clements, Paul Love, Al Clark, William Shannon, Robert Goosens, Fred Edmunds.
FOURTH ROW—Mesdames Lloyd Hudnall, James Logsdon, Webb Young, Roy Greenwell, Bruce Newhall,
Frank Royce, Paul Bunton, Robert McHenry, Proctor Stapleton, Harold Yinger, Robert Congleton, Allan
Pennington, Lee Gentry.
FIFTH ROW—Mesdames Ray Moore, Luther Wren, James McWhirter, Thomas Blonkenship, Robert Baker.
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB
FIRST ROW-Bill Gravely, Russell Scalf, Dick Cullen, Peggy McGuire, James E. VanPeursem, Jock Ebert,
Eddie Tackett.
SECOND ROW—Carter Steele, John Frank, Dewey Hogue, Roland Muchmore, Leroy Melvin, Hobart
Branscum, Owen McPeek, E. N. Perry.
THIRD ROW-Phllip Corey, Buell Mills, Herb Million, Louis Kilgus, Ralph Anderson, John Mayhall, Billy
Allison.
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CATHOLIC CLUB
FIRST ROW—Lawrence Burke, Jimmy Bishop, Jack Ley, Father Nicholas, Jim Argentine, Dick Scherrbaum,
Joe Ballew.
SECOND ROW—Rocco Piganell, John L. Thompson, George Cecil, Joe Keller, Bob Gunning, Dick Cullins,
Joe Fryz.
THIRD ROW—Ed Shemlya, Bill DeVenzio, T. J. O'Hearn, Lawrence Grimaldi, Walter Reid, Mike Jasko.
FOURTH ROW—John Ertel, Beth Ertel, Pat Scott, Joe Vanity, Betty Elder, Charles Duagherty, Dorothy Jan-
sen, Joan Everting, Harryette Rupard.
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W. R. H. O
FIRST ROW—Margaret Anderson, Nancy Ransdell, Anita Morgan, Velmo Buerger.
SECOND ROW—Minerva Murphy, Isabelle Greene, Emma Y. Case, Audrey Combs, Margaret Martin,
Francis Jackson.
THIRD ROW—Carolyn Sanders, Mildred Payne, Viola Campbell, Mary Wood Lee.
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PROTA DECCA
FIRST ROW-Marilyn Bellomby, Peggy McGuire, Allene Grubb.
SECOND ROW—Martha List, Betsy Tandy, Nina Herndon, Emma Y. Cose, Anne R. Cochran, Charlotte
Newell, Norma Tackett.
THIRD ROW— Lois Cockrell, Elizabeth Pennington, Frances Jackson, Nina Kalb, Ruth Miller, Wilkle, Doris
Deetch, Shirley Clouse, Eleanor Ralston, Isabelle Grjene.
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KYMA CLUB
FIRST ROW-Allie Fowler, Ruby Owen, Robbie Owen, Roy Redmond, Charlotte Newell, Isobelle Webb,
Edna Truesdell.
SECOND ROW—Gwen Allen, Jane Congleton, Maria Stergeous, Kotherine Sizemore, Nancy Bloke, Duple
Grant, Madolyn Wheatley.
THIRD ROW—Jackie McDonough, Glenno Frisby, Dorothy Brandhorst, Martha List, Tobitha Craig, Lois
Reynolds, Phyllis Powell, Barbara Buttles, Wanda Schwerin.
FOURTH ROW—Mary A. Schisler, Nancy May, Louis Kilgus, Joe Keller, John Finnegan, Henrietta Peters.
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PULASKI COUNTY CLUB
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FIRST ROW—Arevia Gentry, Emily Anderson, Mary Lou Ford, Betty Jo Bornett, Elsie Harmon.
SECOND ROW—Lee Gentry, Ernestine Jasper, Kathryn Jasper, Josephine Taylor, Naomi Dodson, Ray
Blevins.
THIRD ROW-Bobby Honey, Denver Roy, Eustis Weddle, John Henry Hail, Delbert Vaught, Carl Flynn,
Columbus Dick.
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W. A. A.
FIRST ROW—Wanda Schwerin, Kathryn Siphers, Virginia Strohmeir, Betsy Tandy, Paulene Phillips, Jo
Jo Glover.
SECOND ROW—Jean Crutcher, Gladys Rice, Dorothy Jansen, Marilee Moloney, Ruby Owen, Eloise
Roberts, Nino Hellard, Jerry Mullins, Pat MacDonald, Glenna Frisby, Mary Longan, Margaret Graham.
THIRD ROW—Jane Oldham, Lenora Douglas, Chorlote Taylor, Curtis Smith, Gladys Nolan, Tabitha Craig,
Rebecca Copher, Nina Kalb, Mildred Langan, Kathr/n Fossett.
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MADRIGAL CLUB
FIRST ROW—Betty Perraut, Juonita England, Elol«e Gilbert, Gwen Allen, Jane Garriot, Betty Ruth Gurley, Marilee Moloney,
Kotherine Fletcher, Solly Justice, Jane Thomas, Corita Johnson, Lois Cockrell, Sharline Mullins, Betty Jo Barnett.
SECOND ROW—Anne Reiley Cochran, Colleen Moore, Jane Bush, Robbie Owen, Mory Wood Lee, Aldene Porter, Morcello Smith,
Betty Adams, Peggy Myers, Barbara Suttles, Betty Blair, Glenno Frisby.
THIRD ROW-Janet Dillion, Anna Fronces Parker, Jeon Elder, Mary Roork, Isabelle Greene, Lonoro Douglas, Norma Keesey,
Mary E. Moore, Mary L. Ford, Medo Jo Glover.
FOURTH ROW-Modolyn Wheotley, Medo Ann Powers, Ado Fisher, Lois Reynolds, Nancy Ronsdell, Kothryn Siphers, Wondo
Schwerin, Ann Bollord, Jean Crutcher.
FIFTH ROW—Phyllis Powell, Dorothy Hurt, Emily Richards, Emoiene Austin, Charlotte Toylor, Doris Deetch, Helen Belcher, Anita
Allen, Marjorie Getty.
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
MEMBERS OF HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
Jewell Howard, President
Mory May Smith, Vice-President
Gladys Rice, Secretary
Lois Justice, Treasurer
Lula Thurmon, Reporter
Elizabeth Adams Jeon Crutcher
Nancy Baldwin Carolyn Davis
Dana Ball Lorene Denny
Nancy Bloke Dixie Garrett
Mida Bush Nancy Griggs
Viola Campbell Betty R. Gurley
Helen Cawood Doris Gurley
Lois Cockrell Elsie Harmon
Andrea Combs Betty Hill
Patricia Huqhes
Frances Jockson
Mary Elizabeth Jackson
Nina Kalb
Minnie M. Kincoid
Mary Wood Lee
Ruby Maggard
Lillian McConn
Sharlene Mullins
Minerva Murphy
Frances Norton
Madge Oliver
Jackie Owens
Kathleen Poris
Mildred Payne
Phyllis Powell
Nancy Ronsdell
Anne Rogers
Blanche Skinner
Morcello Smith
Koy Sturgill
Jane Thomas
Lula Thurman
June Wilder
Gene Wilhite
Jane York
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THE U. S
MAJOR FRANK E. WILLARD
Eastern R.O.T.C. is headed by Major Frank E. Willard whose experi-
ence, background, interest, and initiative make him well qualified to
conduct this department of the college.
Major Willard entered the Army as a Private in 1941; attended and
was commissioned as second Lieutenant from O.C.S., Field Artillery School,
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, March 1942.
Major Willard was a gunnery instructor at the Field Artillery Replace-
ment Training Center School at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, for fourteen
months before going overseas.
He served as gunnery officer of an eight-inch Howitzer battalion in
the Twelfth Corps of General George Patton's Third Army which fought
in the European Theater of Operations.
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ARMY
CAPTAIN ROGER E. HIGGINS
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics is Captain Roger E.
Higgins, who is a R.O.T.C. graduate of Cornell University. Captain Higgins
saw most of his service during World War II as Battery Commander of a
105 Howitzer Battery in the famed 4th Infantry Division.
The R.O.T.C. is indeed fortunate to have a man of this type as a
member of its staff.
SERGEANT
CANTLEY
SERGEANT
BOND
SERGEANT
GREEN
I
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BATTALION
FRANCIS SPARKS
Battalion Sponsor
JOHN COLLINS
Battalion Commander
JUNIOR B. ORR
Battalion Executive
TED BENEDETT
Battalion S-3
DENVER M. ROY
Assistant S-3
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STAFF
VICTOR DeSIMONE
Battalion S-2
DELMAS F. FREEMAN
Assistant S-2
ROBERT I. GOOSENS
Communications Officer
CLIFTON R. SMITH
Liaison Officer No. 1
JOHNNY BENEDICT
Liaison Officer No. 2
CHARLES W. GRAY
Liaison Officer No. 3
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BATTERY
"A"
OFFICERS
MARILEE MALONEY
Battery Sponsor
WARD C. HODGE
Battery Commander
WILBURN CAWOOD
Executive Officer
JAMES R. MASTERS
Reconnaissance Officer
BURGOYNE G. MOORES
Assistant Executive Officer
C. TED MILLER
Forward Observe:
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BATTERY "A 55
Battery "A" was first organized in the fall of 1936, was deactivated during the
war, and was reactivated in January, 1947. Battery Commander of Battery "A" Is
Cadet Captain Ward C. Hodge, who served as a platoon sergeant with the 147th In-
fantry Regiment of the 37th Infantry Division which fought in the Pacific Theater. His
leadership and ability is responsible in no small way for the excellent performance of
his battery.
The Executive officer of Battery "A" is Cadet First Lieutenant Wilburn Cawood,
whose five years of experience in organization and training of General Headquarters
units during World War II have made him an invaluable asset to the battery.
The Reconnaissance officer is Cadet First Lieutenant James R. Masters, who landed
in the first assault wave on Normandy beaches as a rifleman in the 16fh Regiment of
the famed 1st Infantry Division.
The Assistant Executive officer is Cadet First Lieutenant Burgoyne G. Moores, who
served in the European Theater of Operation as a radio operator with the 7th Armored
Division.
The Forward Observer is Cadet First Lieutenant Ted C. Miller, who served in the
Pacific as a weather observer for the Air Corps.
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BATTERY
"B"
OFFICERS
MARY ALICE SCHLISLER
Battery Sponsor
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WALLACE V. SMITH
Battery Commander
BATTERY "B 15
Battery "B" along with Battery "A" was first organized at Eastern in 1936, was
deactivated during the war and was reactivated in January, 1947. Battery "B" is com-
manded by Cadet Captain Wallace V. Smith, who served in Africa and Italy with a
tank destroyer unit. Captain Smith's sincerity, personality, and efficiency qualify him for
this position of high leadership.
Executive officer of Battery "B" Cadet First Lieutenant Earl R. Parker braved the
hell of Normandy beaches on D-day with the great 1st Infantry Division.
Reconnaissance officer Cadet First Lieutenant Raymond R. Parsons served with the
9th Air Force in the European Theater of Operations.
Assistant Executive officer Cadet First Lieutenant Arlie V. Links served in the European
Theater of Operations as a radio operator in the 9th Armored Division.
Forward Observer Cadet First Lieutenant Arthur Seesholtz served during the war
aboard the Aircraft Carrier USS Bunker Hill.
All members of the Reserve Officers Training Corps are Veterans of World War II
with an average of three years' service.
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DIRECTOR
OF
ATHLETICS
Physical education has been a lifelong pastime of
Charles "Turkey" Hughes, our athletic director.
During his eighteen years at Eastern he has coached
football, basketball, and baseball. At present, in
addition to his main job, he coaches baseball.
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We pause to pay tribute to Fred Lewis, one of the greatest athletes ever to wear
the Maroon and White of Eastern. A great team player, possessing commendable
sportsmanship, and a constant scoring threat, he was chosen on the All-American basket-
ball teams of 1945 and 1946, while playing for Eastern. As a result of his outstand-
ing playing in the college all-star game of 1946 he was awarded the Hearst Trophy
as the outstanding amateur athlete of 1946. Continuing his superior performance,
he was chosen as the "Rookie of the Year" in the Notional Professional Basketball
Conference for his play this past season.
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Rome Rankin, who for the past twelve years has guided Eastern's football and
basketball teams, has departed from Eastern for a position at the University of
Maine. During his reign as head coach. Eastern changed from the "pushover"
role into that of a real champion. His record has been unsurpassed at Eastern
and it is certain that his leadership will be an asset to any school.
1st- Creech, Dozier, Bahlman, Stapleton, Grimme, Miller, Dove, Scherrbaum , Rector, Gumm
2nd —Yinger, Ley, Nonnemacher, Freeman, Hank ns, Nowakowski, Heucke, Jasko, Smith, McCollum,
Wright, Manley.
3rd--Patterson, Argentine, Norman, Moggard, Lohr, Goosens, Becker, Arnold, Shannon, Moore, |
Dougherty, Spicer, Boggs.
4th--Yannity Dorer, Clark, Cottengim, Deeb, Bennedett, Bennedett, Siphers, Hollingsworth, Worf.
FOOTBALL
For many years the Maroon forward wall has been recognized as one of
the toughest in the conference, due to the untiring efFort of Coach Samuels.
When the vacancy of head coach existed Eastern did not hesitate to promote
Coach Samuels. His will to win and the enthusiasm he displays on the field
are an incentive to any team.
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
SCORES
Opponent
13 T. P. 1.
7 CATAWBA 9
7 C. MICH. 20
26 MURRAY 13
7 T. P. 1. 20
12 VALPARAISO 7
6 Morehead 12
28 U. OF L. 7
6 WESTERN
112 88
Fred Darling, assistant line coach in 1946, stayed at Eastern where he earned
his gridiron glory. After returning from the service he was chosen to assist
in developing future greats. He was all K.I.A.C. tackle for two years and
in his senior year at Eastern was chosen on the little All-American squad.
Whenever Coach Samuels replaced Rankin as the head of football, Fred
was elected to line coach.
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The hot days of early September found the Maroon gridJers rounding into condition to carry out the nine-game schedule
which was in front of them. Coach Rankin put his hopefuls through several strenuous workouts in the first week in order to weed
the men from the boys and, as a result, saw his squad diminish in number from the sevent'es to the forties. Among the survivors of
the September heat and the roughness which con come from Rankin's conditioning practices were several familiar faces to the Eastern
Compus—most of them having checked out ofter the fall session in '42 in favor of some branch of service.
The opening game saw almost a complete lineup of veterans—both from the military standpoint and from post college foot-
ball experience. This gome, under the lights with T.P.I., found superior conditioning the determining factor in the 13—0 win of
Eastern. It was not until the final quarter that Eastern managed to push across their first marker, that coming on on end run by
the "old reliable," Casey Nowokowskt. Later in the quarter the Maroons coshed in on another long drive to put the game on ice.
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Several talented newcomers were uncovered in the first encounter, ond the following week the Maroons journeyed to Salis-
bury, N. C, to tangle with one of the strongest small colleges In the South. Catawba emerged victorious by a small margin of 9—7.
The victors collected their points through the aid of two blocked punts. The first quarter found Eastern trolling 7—0. After o blocked
kick had been scooped up and carried 30 yards for a Catawba score. Eastern scared in the second period on a pass from Moore to
Ley. Both teams played on even terms until the final four minutes when a second punt wos blocked and rolled through the end
zone for the margin of victory.
Homecoming was the first game in which the Maroons were seen at home, and the game proved to be a big disappointment
to the many returning alumni ond to the many students who were seeing their Maroons in action for the first time. The opposition
was furnished by Central Michigan and was anything but pleasing to a homecoming crowd. Michigan broke Into an early lead by
intercepting a pass and carrying it for a touchdown, the only score of the first half. It was not until the final quarter that both
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teams opened their offense. Michigan took to the air after their ground attack failed and this produced their second touchdown.
Immediately the Maroons struck back the same way. A long pass from Ley to Moore was good for a touchdown and gave Eastern
fans a hope that the game might be pulled from the fire, but in the closing minutes of the game, a Michigan bock slipped through
the line after it appeared that he had been stopped and this provided the Michigan team a topheovy score of 20—7.
Conference competition for the Maroons opened at Murray in a night tilt. The host team wasted very little time in getting
their offense rolling and jumped into an early lead of 6—0. The Eastern team came right back to tie the score and run it up to
20—6 at the half. The Thorobreds opened the third quarter with a powerful offensive attack and rong up their second touchdown,
but again Eastern shoved her offensive into high gear and oddeJ another score to give the Maroons a 26—13 margin. The entire
Eastern team ployed heads up ball with scoring honors going to Moore and Ley, each gathering two touchdowns.
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Ju£t cs it appeared tSct the Maroons hod begun to roll, the T.P.I. Eagles came to Eastern for a return encounter, and this
tme toppled the local boys by the score of 20—7. With only thirty seconds remoining in the first half, the Eagles scored their first
touchdown. The Maroons staged a rally in the next period but from that point the Tennessee team outhustled the Maroons in every
department and went on to odd two more touchdowns to their credit.
Valparaiso University was the victim in the first home win of the season for the Maroons. The first score was by the Maroon's
veteran Bennedett, climaxing o long drive. The second came as the result of a long pass from Ley to Bohlmon, the latter making
the catch off the back of a defensive player and carrying it over. Valparaiso picked up their only score in the third period, that coming
on a pass completed in the flat, to moke the score read 12—7.
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The "Old Hawg Rifle" tilt was renewed with the Eagles of Morehead and after a hard-fought battle the title wos left in pos-
session of Morehead for another year. Morehead picked up scores in the second and third periods. The first came from an aerial
assault after the Morehead ground attack hod been stalled. The third period saw o hard running ground attack provide the Eagles
with their second score. Midway in the final period Eastern managed to keep a drive olive long enough for Dozier to pass to
Monley for a touchdown, thus making the score Morehead 12, Eastern 6.
The University of Louisville invaded the Eastern campus with an impressive record and threats of what would happen, but
that had little effect upon the outcome of the gome, as the Maroons soundly thrashed the U. of L. 28—7. The visiting team was never
really in the boll game after the opening quarter, as the Maroons picked up two quick scores in the second period and one in the
third period before Louisville picked up their only score in the final period via air. The final ploy of the gome saw Eastern collect-
ing its fourth touchdown on a perfect pass from Ley to Nonnemocher.
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ARNOLD
Corbin
WRIGHT
Portsmouth, O. 4^
GOOSENS
Kewanee, III.
GRIMME
Ft. Thomas
CLARK
Wheeling
In a downpour of rain the Maroons finished their season under the lights at Bowling Green with the Western Klilltoppers. The
rain was the determining factor in the score which read 6—0. The Maroons elected to play defense and leave the offense to Western.
Handling the ball only a minimum of times in the first half, the Maroons staged on offensive drive lote in the second period which
netted the only score of the boll gome. It come on a beoutifully executed reverse by Moore. The second holf was much like the first,
with Western trying desperately to get loose for a score and Eostern content to remain on the defense.
Eastern's win <
first coach in the Confe
Western assured the Maroons of the championship of the K.I.A.C. for 1946. Cooch Rankin be
:e's history to win both the basketball and football championship in the some year.
the
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Hudnall, Fryz, Mrazovich, Shemelya,
H.cks Becker
Ritter Roberts, Reed, Morris,
Coleman, Barnett
Coach McBrayer, Nichols, Grimme,
Hale, Patterson
A
BASKETBALL-
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
42 AKRON 40
54 PEPPERDINE 49
59 GEORGETOWN 49
66 BAYLOR U 61
68 TORONTO U 31
57 TULSA U 32
74 KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 50
57 MURRAY 52
48 CENTRE 29
74 MOREHEAD 57
91 DAVIS-ELKINS 38
43 MURRAY 45
67 GEORGETOWN 44
76 BEREA 27
61 KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 48
59 MOREHEAD 48
73 CENTRE 40
47 WESTERN 81
56 MANHATTAN 62
57 BEREA 37
49 WESTERN 46
1,268 966
Tournament
EASTERN 68 TRANSYLVANIA 38
EASTERN 59 MURRAY 50
EASTERN 60 MOREHEAD 35
EASTERN 43 WESTERN 54
230 177
TOTAL
Average per game
1,498
60
1,143
46
SCORES
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Never in the history of the school has one man captured the ad-
miration and respect of so many in such a short period of time as Coach
Paul McBrayer, the "Red-Faced Irishman." McBrayer was a star guard
on the University of Kentucky basketball team of some years back. Three
years after graduation the All-Southern guard was called back to U. K.
where he remained as assistant coach for eight years, until answering the
call of Uncle Sam. After doing his duty with the United States Infantry
he returned to the profession he loves most, coaching basketball. In his
first year as coach of the Eastern Maroons, he turned out a team that
brought fame and honor, not only from Kentucky, but the nation as well.
In Paul McBrayer, Eastern has one of the finest basketball coaches
in the nation.
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Coach Paul McBrayer made his debut as Eastern's ni
on December 7, in Music Hall, Cincinnati. The Maroons wei
Akron, big and rugged, was favored to walk out the front d
that Eastern sent on the floor thot night, and after ten minutes hod gone the Ma
Eastern 42 Akron 40. Goebel Ritter led both teams in scoring with 18 points.
hardwood chieftain by sending his Maroons against Akron University
faced with the problem of halting Akron's oil-American Fritz Nogy.
r with on easy victory. It was a smooth fundamentally sound quintet
ere in front 15-6 and the final count was
Pepperdine of California was the next to fall before the Maroons. Easte
nt 29—19; the final score found Eastern on top 54—49. Goebel Ritter agaii
Easternled all the way. At half tir
dropped in 18 points.
Joe Fryz set the scoring pace with 17 points os Eastern dropped Georgetown 59—40 in the first K.I.A.C. game of the season.
Eastern remained unbeoten in conquering defending Southwest Conference Champion, Baylor of Texas, 66—61. Ritter again
good night as he came up with 22 points for the fast-stepping Maroons.
Gerald Becker went on a scoring spree as he pumped in 26 points to lead the strong Ma offensi end gix
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the Mai
minutes,
Broyer's
for the
their fifth victory in as many starts, a 68—31 win over the defending National Champs from Canada, Toronto University. Eost-
w a tight defense _r the highly touted Canadians and limited the northern cluh to 11 field goals.
Victim number six was Tulsa University. Tulsa was held to six field goals os Eastern dropped the visitors from Oklahoma
Big "Chuck" Mrazovich was the top man for Eastern,
Mrazovich, Fryz, and Becker each caged seven field goals with Mrazovich adding four free throws to take high point honors
as Eastern dropped Kentucky Wesleyan 75—50 to score its seventh stroight victory.
Eastern for the sixth straight week was ranked among the nation's major undefeated teams.
On January 9, the Eastern Maroons remained undefeated in the K.I.A.C. and in the nation as Joe Fryz and Poul Hicks ied
oons in a nerve-racking victory over the Murray Thorobreds 57-52. The score was knotted eighteen times but in the last two
with the score 50—50, Joe Fryz broke loose for a quick crip to make it 52—50. Paul Hicks, who was ccrtoinly Coach Mc-
outstanding rebounder, fired a looping long and Bobby Coleman added two more as the gome ended. Paul Hicks was high
night with 15 points.
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A
HICKS
Cyntbiana
ult was a 48—29 victory for the Maroons and their
Fryz and Ed Shemelya were the top men for the
Eastern troveled to Danville for a K.I.A.C. contest with Centre. The
ninth victory in os many storts. The affair was Eostern's fourth league win.
Maroons.
Eastern was among 22 teams in the nation still undefeated, and the Morehead Eagles moved into Richmond to see what they
could do to seek revenge for the three defeats administered by the Maroons in the 1946 season. The Maroons scorched the strings
of the net os they blazed to a 74-57 victory over the Eagles. Six-foot-five "Chuck" Mrazovich turned in a 25-point performance.
It was Eastern's snappy ball handling and accurate shooting that awarded them a well-earned victory. Joe Fryz accounted for 14
points as he held the Morehead star, Allen, to five points. For the Maroons it was their tenth victory of the season, their fifth K.I.A.C.
OS well OS their sixteenth consecutive K.I.A.C. victory over a two-year period.
Eastern then ripped Davis-Elkins of West Virginia 91—38 for their eleventh straight victory. The score was 47—19 at half
time. When the final score was tallied Eastern hod dropped 41 field goals with "Speedy" Reid being top man of the night with IS
points. Reid took eleven shots during the evening and mode nine of those good for field goals.
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On January 20, it happened. Eastern journeyed to Murray. Eastern was still on the narrowing list of undefeated teoms
in the nation, by this time there were only eleven undefeated teams and only one in the state of Kentucky. On January 9, Eastern
had defeated Murray 57—52. The Maroons got off to a fast start and it looked like it would be victory number 12. However, in the
opening minutes Hudnall was lost from the gome due to on injury and his lost was greatly felt. At halftime Eastern was ahead
26—24. With fifteen seconds to go in the lost half Eastern was ahead 43—42. Regan made a free throw for Murroy that deadlocked
the issue and Alexander dropped in a one-hand shot that meant defeat 45—43. Eastern fans were still happy to see in the papers a
few days later that Eastern was still ranked high in the ratings of major teams in the nation.
Two days later Eastern dropped Georgetown for the second time of the season and regained the lead in the K.I.A.C. race.
In victory number 12 Becker, Hudnall, and Fryz were the high men in the 67—44 victory.
Eastern then moved in to Berea where they ran roughshod over the Mountaineers on the Berea floor for the seventh K.I.A.C.
win of the season against a lone defeat. At half time the score was Eastern 43, Berea 14. Berea was held to a total of nine field
goals the entire game os Eastern's defense was almost letter perfect. "Stretch" Hudnall and Bobby Coleman were the high scorers
in the 76—27 victory. For the Maroons this was their first of three K.I.A.C. foes to be tackled in four nights.
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Coming home the next night the Maroons did what was expected of them as they toppled Kentuclcy Wesleyan 61—48
to mark up their fourteenth victory in 15 starts. Ed Shemelya, Eastern's great defensive guard and ball handler, entered the offensive
spotlight OS he led the Maroons in scoring with 15 points.
Bidding for their fifteenth win in 16 starts Eastern traveled to Morehead to meet Ellis Johnson's Eagles. The game was
exceedingly rough ond 47 personol fouls were called, 27 against Eastern. Hudnoll scored 16 points for the Maroons in the lost eleven
minutes of the first half and added two more in the first 30 seconds of the second half before he left the game with five personal
fouls. Hudnoll was the first of four regulars to leave the gome by the foul route. At half time Eastern was in front 38-25 and the
final count was Eastern 59, Morehead 48.
Paul Hicks and Gerald Becker led the Maroons in their sixteenth victory as the Maroons downed Centre 73—40 for their third
victory in four nights. Twelve Eastern players broke into the scoring column as the Maroons were never in trouble and Paul McBroyer
substituted freely the entire evening.
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The shock of the season was handed to the Maroons as Western defeated our boys 81—47 in Bowling Green. Eastern moved
out to a 6—0 lead and at the five-minute mark were leading 10-5. When ten minutes had gone by the Maroons were still in front
13—11. With 6 minutes to go in the first half the score was Eastern 17—15. In the next six minutes Western scored 22 points mak-
ing every shot they tried. Eastern had received a severe jolt when "Chuck" Mrazovich was knocked to the floor with o cut over
his eye and had to be removed from the game, and Ed Shemelyo had four fouls on him the first ten minutes of the game. The gome
was exceedingly rough, and with several fouls on the Maroons they had to ploy very cautious or lose several of their starting five
before the first half was over. Even then, Ed Shemelya fouled out and "Stretch" Hudnall hod the fifth personal foul called on him
shortly before the first half ended. Joe Fryz was high point man for the Maroons with 13 points.
Eastern lost a heortbreoker to Manhattan of New York 62—56. Eastern led oil the way and at half time they were in
front 29—26. With four minutes and forty seconds to go Eastern was in front 54—42, but the boys from the big city caught fire in
the last four minutes. Eastern hod its worst night of the season at the free throw line, missing ten tosses. Paul Hicks played his best
game of the year as he dropped in nine baskets and one free toss for 19 points. For the Maroons it was their first loss in six Armory
doubleheoders. They hod whipped their lost three opponents in Louisville by a margin of 115 points.
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Berea was the next opponent for the Maroons. Coach McBrayer rested his first five as he coasted to a 57—37 victory. Eastern
ran up a 15—2 lead in the first 10 minutes ond then coasted during the remaining 30 minutes. Ed Shemelya was high for the
Maroons.
February 15, 1947, will be a day long remembered in Richmond. Playing flawless ball. Eastern downed the Western Hill-
toppers 49—46, to avenge Western's victory in their first meeting. Never once were the Maroons behind. Western was held to three field
goals in the first half. The score was 16—U at the ten-minute mark, and 27—16 at half time. Eastern dominated the gome through-
out, largely due to the great rebound work of Shemelya, Hudnall, and Mrazovich. Joe Fryz was too much speed for the Hilltoppers
to handle and Paul Hicks' long shots could not be stopped. The victory gave Eastern its second conference championship in two years
OS the regular season ended with 18 victories and 3 defeats. In the K.I.A.C. they chalked up a 12 and 2 count.
In the first gome of the K.I.A.C. tournament Eastern hod no trouble in defeating Transylvania 68—38. In the quarter finals
Eastern dropped Murray 59-50. In the semi-finals Morehead was the victim of a 60—35 defeat, and finals that night found Western
defeating the Maroons 54-43. Fryz, Hudnall, and Mrazovich led the Maroons in their victory over Transy. Fryz and Hudnall led the
way as Eastern moved by Murray with ease, never once was the gome in danger, Shemelya and Hicks also played superb defensive
boll throughout.
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It was Paul Hicks' time to star and star he did as he found it impossible to miss as he dropped 8 field goals and two free
throws for 18 points as Eastern presented Moreheod with a 60—35 defeat. The half time score was Eastern 35 Moreheod 15.
Against Western the Maroons took a 3—2 lead, increased it to 9—2, and with six and a half minutes to go in the first half
were on top 13—12. Hudnoll played the greatest game of his career as he scared 9 of Eostern's first 14 points before going out on
fouls. With Stretch gone it wos harder to control the rebounds and when Shemelya and Hicks were forced from the gome, due to
personals. Western found themselves in control of the banking boards as well as the gome. Western outscored Maroons in field goals
15-13, but dropped 24 of 39 free throws. Hudnoll, Mrazovich, and Fryz each scored 9 points for the Maroons. Mrazovich and Fryi
were picked on the All-Tournament team, and had the coaches and sports writers not handed their selections in before the final gome,
HudnatI would, without a doubt, have been added,
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NEWELL
REDMON
KILGUS
WEBB
ROBERTA OWENS
KELLER
RUBY OWENS
CHEERLEADERS
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FRONT ROW—Curtiss Smith, Charlotte Taylor, Jerry Mullins, Bstsy Tandy, Virginia Strohmeir, Jo Glover.
SECOND ROW-Miss Jane Oldham, Coach; Nina Hillard, Paulene Phillips, Ruby Owens, Katheryn
Siphers, Marilee Moloney, Chappie Fossett.
Eastern 17 U.K. 28
Eastern 26 Ursoline 14
Eastern 33 Centre 9
Easfern 17 U.K. 20
Eastern 25 Nazareth Jr College 22
Eastern 26 Nazareth Jr College 28
Eastern 15 U.K. 19
Eastern 32 Centre 12
Eastern 30 Nazareth Jr College 13
Eastern 22 U.K. 20
Eastern 32 U.K. 31
Eastern 16 U.K. 20
Totals 291 236
GIRLS BASKETBALL
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The W.A.A. was organized in the fall of 1946 and is on outstanding club on the
campus. Not only Physical Education majors participate, but also any girl who is
interested in any of the various sports.
The sports included in the W.A.A. activities are: Softball, volleyball, tennis, badmin-
ton, basketball, hockey, and swimming.
Many playdays were held throughout the State during the year, and Eastern's
W.A.A. was always one of the outstanding participants.
W. A. A.
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FIRST ROW—Lewis, Meyers, Milcarek, Nowakowski, Scherrbaum.
SECOND ROW—Cornelison, Freeman, Giltner, Wrenn.
THIRD ROW—Pendleton, Nonnemacher, DeVenzio, Norrls.
FOURTH ROW-Coach Hughes, Cinnamon.
The above picture is of the 1946 baseball team. Besides Scherrbaum, Freeman, Giltner, Wrenn,
Nonnemacher, DeVenzio, and Cinnamon from lost year's team, the 1947 team consists of Nelson,
Clemens, Parsons, Combs, Bartlett, Patrick, Dove, B^ios, Sanders, Pattie, and James. The 1947 squad,
so far, has had a very successful season, having won 9 consecutive gomes. They hold victories over
such outstanding teams as Western, Murray, Xovier of Cincinnati, and the University of Kentucky. By
many sports writers the team is rated as one of the best college teams in the South.
BASEBALL
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FIRST ROW—Parker, Argentime, Nelson, Pritchard, West, Maggard.
SECOND ROW—Lee, James, Norman, Lohr, Sermon, Fred Darling, Coach.
The Veterans Basketball Team was organized in the fall of 1946 under the leader-
ship of Fred Darling and Bill De Venzio. They played many of the outstanding indepen-
dent teams of this section. Eastern is proud of its Veterans team not only because of
its record but also because of the school spirit and enthusiasm shown on the part of
the veterans.
VETERANS
BASKETBALL TEAM
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FIRST ROW-Bachmeyer, Gentry, Scalf, Nichols, Elliot.
SECOND ROW-Love, Coach; Kerley, McHargue, Sense), Million.
After the lapse of a number of years, Eastern reorganized its swimming team under
the guidance of coach-participator Paul Love. The team, while in the process of reor-
ganization, has participated in a number of meets and shows lots of promise.
SWIMMING TEAM
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WILLIAM J. MOORE
DEAN
4RS?^" '^^"^^1^^
**- ^B
M. E. MATTOX
REGISTRAR
CHARLES A. KEITH
DEAN OF MEN
7 ^„
^m^
MRS. EMMA Y. CASE
DEAN OF WOMEN
NOEL B. CUFF
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Director of Personnel
Professor of
Psychology
D. THOAAAS FERRELL
A.B., MA., Ph.D.
Professor of
Education
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Geography
KERNEY M. ADAMS
A.B., A.M.
Professor of History
^"M
J. T. DORRIS
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of
History and Government
VIRGIL BURNS
A.B., MA.
Professor of
History and Government
L. G. KINNAMER
AS,, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of
Geography and Geology
FRED A. ENGLE
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
of Education
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AAARY EDMUNDS BARNHILL
A.B., M.A., LL.B.
Associate Professor
of English
SAUL HOUNCHELL
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
of English
SAMUEL WALKER
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
of History
J. DORLAND COATES
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of
Secondary Education
Principal
Model High School
PRESLEY M. GRISE
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of English
PEARL L. BUCHANAN
A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor
of English
MRS. JULIAN TYNG
B.S., MA.
Associate Professor
of Education
JANET MURBACH
A.B., A.M.
Dr. ds I universite de
Toulouse, Fronce
Professor of
Romance Languages
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H. H. LaFUZE
A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
of Biology
ARNIM DEAN HUMMEL
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
SMITH PARK
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
EMERSON D.JENKINS
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
of Mathematics
MEREDITH J. COX
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Chemistry
THOMAS C. HERNDON
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
L. C. GLASS
B.S., MS.
R. R. RICHARDS
A.B., M.B.A.
Assistant Professor
of Commerce
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EDITH G. FORD
B.C.S., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor
of Commerce
MARY H. MOBERLY
Assistant Professor
of Commerce
ALLIE FOWLER
B S , MA.
Assistant Professor
of Art
RICHARD A. EDWARDS
A.B., A.M.
Professor of Education
Principal
Elementary Training School
ELIZABETH MELANIE SORBET
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor
of Commerce
ANNA D. GILL
B.C.S., A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor
of Commerce
FREDERIC P. GILES
B.Mus., B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Art
MAUDE GIBSON
Assistant Professor
of Art
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ELEANOR JERNER
B.A., MA.
Assistant Professor
of Home Economics
RALPH W. WHALIN
B,S-, M.Ed.
Associate Professor
of Industrial Arts
KATHERYN JACKSON
Assistant Professor
of Violin
WILLIAM STOCKER
B.S.
Assistant Professor
of Agriculture
FRANK E. SCHROETER
Instructor of
Industrial Arts
CLYDE LEWIS
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor
of History
JANE OLDHAM
A.B.
Instructor of Health
and Physical Education
FRED DARLING
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ALMA REGENSTEIN
B.S., MA.
Assistant Professor
of Home Economics
Supervising Teacher
Model High School
ELLEN PUGH
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education
Supervising Teacher
Elementary Training School
GERMANIA J. WINGO
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education
Supervising Teacher
Elementary Training School
ANNIE ALVIS
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education
Supervising Teacher
Elementary Training School
RUBY RUSH
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor
of Latin
Supervising Teacher
Model High School
MARGARET LINGENFELSER
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education
Supervising Teacher
Elementary Training School
MAY C. HANSEN
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor
of Education
ELIZABETH WILSON
Assistant Professor of
Elementary Education
Supervising Teacher
Elemeritory Training School
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CHARLES T. HUGHES
A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Physical Education
GERTRUDE M. HOOD
A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor
Health and Physical
Education
KATHERINE FOSSETT
SARA NOLAND
ROME RANKIN
A.B., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Physical Education
TOM C. SAMUELS
Ph.C. B.S,, M.S.
Assistant Professor Health
and Physical Education
MRS. GUY WHITEHEAD
B.S., B.S. in lib. Sci.
Assistant Librarian
in Charge of
Reference Work
LOUISE RUTLEDGE
A.B., B.S., in lib. Sci.
Assistant Librarian
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FRANCES AAARIE
McPHERSON
B.S., MM.
Assistant Professor
of Music
JANE CAMPBELL
B.Mus., A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor
of Music
HAROLD RIGBY
B.S.
Instructor of Music
G. M. BROCK
Business Agent
ELEANOR HIRE
JAMES E. VAN PUERSEN
A.B., B.Mus., M.A.
Professor of Music
G. M. GUMBERT
B.S., MS.
Assistant Professor
of Agriculture
Visual Education
E. P. McCONNELL
Bookkeeper
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MRS. HELEN W. PERRY
Assistant to
Director of Personnel
EUNICE WINGO
Assistant to
Dean of Women
MRS. ETHEL BLANTON
Housekeeper
W. A. AULT
Superintendent
Buildings end Grounds
L. KATHERINE MORGAN
Secretary to President and
Secretary to Board of Regents
LOIS COLLEY
Assistant to
Alumni Secretary
FRED BALLOU
Book Store Manager
MRS. J. W. HILL
Assistant Director
Cafeteria
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MRS. MAUD McLaughlin
HILL
A.B.
Cashier and Accounts Clerk
CARRIE POTTS
Secretary to Registrar
MRS GERALD BECKER
MARIE MILLER
MRS. KATHRYN McNUH
ALLEN
Assistant
Business Agent
LOUISE BROADDUS
A.B.
Recorder
Registrar's Office
BEATRICE COINS
B.S.
Secretory to
Director of Extension
DOROTHY MOORE
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ROY B. CLARK
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of English
DORD EDWARD FITZ
A.B., MA.
Assistant Professor
of Art
EDITH L. MclLVAINE
Supervisor of Cafeteria
ASHBY B. CARTER
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor
Agriculture
LELAND WILSON
B.S., M.S.
Instructor of Science
Supervising Teacher
Model High School
MRS BESSIE H. GRIGGS
Information Clerk
MRS. KATHERINE CHENAULT
A B
Hostess Student
Union Building
FRANCES WILLIAMS
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MRS. AL CLARK
DORIS M. HALE
MARY GRAHAM
R.N.
College Nurse
NANCY DURHAM
A.B.
Stenographer
President's OfFice
DOROTHY DUNAWAY
WILMA MANNING
R.N.
College Nurse
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BEGLEY'S DRUG STORE
W. F. HIGGINS FURNITURE
WHITTINGTON'S JEWELRY
THE LOUISE SHOP
LERMAN BRO'S DEPT. STORE
THE JEWEL BOX
CORNETT'S DRUG STORE
NOLAND'S DRESS SHOP
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STOCKTON PHARMACY
ELDER'S FEDERATED STORES
RICHMOND MOTOR CO.
STANIFER'S CLOTHING STORE
IDEAL RESTAURANT
McCORD'S JEWELRY
BOGG'S BARBER SHOP
THE MARGARET BURNAM SHOP
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IRISSHOP
THE IRIS SHOP J. C. PENNEY CO.
THE McGAUGHEY STUDIO
[194]
THE GLYNDON HOTEL
PERSONAL N D E X
A
Abner, Arthur George 30
Abney, Geneva Jo _ 68
Abney, Jessee Floyd 70
Acree, Jane G 22
Adams, Betty Jayne 62
Adams, Glima Sue 60
Adams, Nancy Elizabeth 62
Adoms, William Ear! 38
Addison, James Williamson 61
Adkins, William Lonza 31
Agnew, Roy Thomas 70
Aguinolde, Emma Martin 54
Aiken, William Jennings 30
Akers, Robert Russell 50
Albright, Guy Wallace ' 24
Allowoy, Paul 40
Allen, Anita Claire 74
Allen, Gwendolyn 62
Allen, Helen Roberto 49
Allen, James Douglas 80
Allison, William Thomas 80
Amburn, Albert Burlen 58
Amburn, Lester Leon 5d
Anderson, Emily 68
Anderson, Margaret Evelyn 24
Argentine, James Lewis 32
Arnold, Lelond Doyle 31
Austin, Rose Emogene 41
Ayers, Bonnie 38
Aylor, Horry Lee 45
B
Bachmeyer, Richord Wesley 61
Bohlmon, John Alvin 58
Bailey, B. Sue 63
Boitinger, Mary Lou 26
Baker, Bert Hordin 53
Baker, George David 51
Baker, Jomes Earl . 58
Baker, Maurice Walker 59
Baker, Robert 37
Baker, Robert Campbell 42
Baker, Shelby Russell 60
Baker, Williom Bradley 17
Baldwin, Nancy Carroll 58
Boldwin, William Samuel 78
Boles, John M 63
Boll, Dora Lee 74
Ball, Dennis Walter 27
Boll, Earl Dole 49
Boll, Pauline Cowood 17
Bollord, Ann 79
Ballard, John William 64
Bollard, Viola 73
Ballew, Joe 50
Barnes, Vivien Louise 70
Barnett, Betty J 13
Bornett, William 1 73
Barnhill, Jack Holland 60
Barrett. Delia Moe 84
Barrow, James Curtis 72
Bortlett. Howard 31
Bosshom, Carl Fredrick 77
Baxter, Luther Willis, Jr 51
Baxter, Paul Lewis 63
Baxter. Sidney Reed 84
Boy, Reno Moe 75
Beotley, Luther Bencon, Jr 80
Beotty, Elmer William 65
Becker, Gerald 29
Becker, Lowrence Wayne 26
Becknell, James Lorue 33
Beever, Joseph Wesley 78
Bealev, Ira 66
Belcher, Helen Doris 69
Bell, Doyle 16
Bell, Jock Roy 72
Bellamy, Marguerite 73
Bellamy, Melvin Kenneth 73
beilonby, Marilyn Hope 47
Benedett, Ted 84
Benedett, William Richard 18
Benedict, Clara Leo 74
Benedict, Johnny 43
Benge, Inez Ester 73
Bennett, Douglas Alan 77
Benton, Julion Tolmodge 67
Benton, Raymond Weston 79
Bernord, Charles Walker 21
Bernardo, Jomes Thomas 76
Berry, Robert Hurst 33
Bertrond, Joe Earl 67
Bevocquo, Anthony Joseph 52
Bevins, Cephas, E 16
Bingham, Ray Elmer 74
Bishop, James M 66
Bishop, Mory Alice 58
Bishop, Millard F 17
Block, Ado 77
Blackburn, John Tnomos 58
Blackburn, Virginia Lenoro 19
Blackerby, William Harwood 21
Blair, Betty Ann 59
Bloke, Nancy 41
Blonkenship, Thomas Shellon 53
Blevins, Carol Ray 62
Boordmon, Ernest Wilson 28
Broadman, Onnolee Nev^on 28
Boggs, Chorles C 38
Bolton, Carl Milton 51
Boneto, Luis Carlos 61
Bourns, Mary Louise 68
Bowen, Alberta Ruth 64
Bowling, John J. A 52
Bowling, Stanley Clarence 22
Bowman, Daniel Dwight 58
Boyd, Earl Neol 28
Brokefield, Edward Hunt 48
Brokefield, Theda Howard 54
Brondhorst, Dorothy Jane 61
Bronscum, Hobert 53
Brosheor, Billy 10
Brewer, William Hogue 41
Brock, Oscar Joseph 76
Brockmon, Frances 38
Brooks, Glenn Preston 30
Brown, Arthur Wilbur, Jr 76
Bromley, Wayne 58
Broyles, Joyce Elaine 51
Bruemmer, Gloria Down 70
Bruner, Rosemor/ 33
Buck, Robert Lee 62
Buck, Wendell Eugene 70
Buck, William Jennings 70
Buerger, Velma Mary 62
Bu«ington J. L 24
Bundy, Otis 63
Bunton, James Horold 78
Bunton, Paul Randolph 28
Burchett, Wade Oliver 42
Burgin, Ann Christine 71
Burk, Lawrence Alfred 75
Burkhort, Patsy Jean 80
Burkich, Jock 69
Burns, Roy, Jr 73
Burton, Mary Edmond 64
Bush, Florence 53
Bush, Jane Carol 1
1
Bush. Mido Moe 32
Pus?ell. Ono, Jr 74
Bussey, John Warren 74
C
Coble, Charlotte Irene 67
Calhoun, Billy Wallace 78
Calico, Belvo Rea 73
Calico, Lewis Roy 73
Collihon, Hugh Clayton 65
Comic, Eugene 67
Comic, Mabel Marie 77
Comic, Roy Roscoe 45
Campbell, Dennie 18
Campbell, George Junior 23
Campbell, George W 69
Campbell, Overton Hobert 18
Campbell, Viola 21
Cormock, Eldred 46
Cormon, Donald Kenneth 69
Carpenter, Mildred Louise 75
Carroll, Elihu 29
Carroll, George Russell 45
Carroll, Wilma Jean 29
Carter, Edwin Ashby 77
Carter, William Campbell 17
Cosebolt, Edward C, Jr 73
Catlett, Hollie Stewart 44
Coudill, Joe S 20
Caudill, Kermit 71
Cowood, Clarence Middleton 31
Cowood, Janet Helen 28
Cowood, Wilburn 50
Cecil, George R 14
Chotfin, Lenore 31
Charles, Glen Roy 28
Chenoult, Douglas Walker 65
Chesnut, Rachel 70
Childers, Jerry 70
Childers, Zollie 37
Cinnamon, Jomes Lais 49
Clogett, Volmo Joyce 66
Clark, Alfred Clorence 46
Clark, Dorothy Jean 58
Clark, Henrietta 47
Clark, Love Forrest 23
Cleover, June Wayne 74
Clements, Jomes 27
Clements, Roy Wendell 62
Clemens, Earl G 46
Clouse, Shirley Frances 42
Cloyd, Jean 30
Cobern, George Edward 28
Coburn, Robert Lee 58
Cochran, Alma 60
Cochran, Anne Reiley 45
Cockerham, Somuol Courtney 34
Cockrell, Lois M 49
Cole, Clarence B 18
Cole, Roy Lee 19
Coleman, Robert Herbert 65
Colley, Ted T 50
Collier, Jomes Wesley 78
Collier, Ruth Elmore 62
Collins, Betty Jo 54
Collins, Elizobeth Anne 68
Collins, John 35
Collins, Thomas Jerome 68
Collins, William, Jr 32
Colvin, Donald W 33
Combs, Audrea Lee 75
Combs, Charles Clayton 60
Combs, Elmer Harold 79
Combs, Roy 68
Combs, Williom Leslie 59
Combs, Wilmo Jean 52
Conder, Herbert William 76
Congleton, Jane 32
Congleton, Robert Lee 18
Connelley, Wolter Francis 61
Conner, John William 24
Cook, Eva Helen 79
Cook, Nellie Christine 59
Cook, Ted 60
Coomes, Edna Earle 43
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Coomes, Frances Leona 77
Copher, Rebeca Ann 43
Corey, Philip Frank 54
Correll, Blaine S 30
Cosby, Edna Blanche 42
Cosby, John Tribble 74
Cosby, Julian Elmo 34
Cottengin, Clara Hoskins 65
Cottengin, Jack Ray 70
Courts, Roger Lynn 64
Cowan, George Thornton, Jr 35
Cox, James M 67
Cox, William Highland 50
Coy, Charles Russell 75
Craft, Clyde 38
Craig, Cecil, Jr 64
Craig, Clyde 44
Craig, Tabitha 52
Crawford, Anna L 30
Creech, Edward Turner 42
Creech, Jock Elmo 51
Crowe, Altert Lewis - 73
Crum, Iva Lee 42
Crutcher Jean R 24
Cullen, Richard Arnult, Jr 64
Culton, Mary M 67
Culton, Virginia 36
Cummins, Glen Douglas 65
D
Daniels, Elem Charles, Jr 75
Darling, Fred Adgar 84
Dougherty, Charles Word 67
Davidson, Laoma 33
Davis, Anno Lee 80
Davis, Carolyn Jean 67
Davis, George, Jr 74
Davis, James Gordon 64
Davis, Mary Lou 66
Dawson, Ann Lillard 80
Day, Paul Eugene 67
Deaton, Horry C 78
Deaton, Mitchell 15
DeBoard, William, Jr 73
DeBord, Martha B 72
Deckert, James Anthony 79
Deeb, Norman 19
Deering, John Edwin 58
Deetch, Thelma Doris - 53
DeJornette, Barbara Jean 59
Denney, Lorene Hazel - 61
DeSimone, Victor 13
DeVenzio, Bill 24
DeVito, Joseph C 59
Dick, Columbus, C 14
Dicken, Dale Hermen 84
Dickerson, Melvin Richard 75
Dillon, Janet Gaynor 68
Dixon, Berniece May 24
Dixon, Frances 35
Dodson, Naoma Roe 13
Dolen, Carson Wright 60
Dougherty, Don 17
Douglas, Mildred Lenora 68
Dove, Joseph Lewis 58
Downing, Gene 76
Drake, Forest Dole 78
Draughn, Ben Harrison 59
Dugger, Robert Paul 54
Dunowoy, Dorothy M 84
Durham, Gean 14
Durham, Parker 50
Durham, Laura 36
Dykes, Nancy 36
E
Fades, Deward Willis 62
Early, Martin Dennis 58
Eosterling, Delmon N 51
Eoton, Emilie 15
Ebert, John Edward 60
Edwards, Thomas Porks 48
Eisnaugle, Arthur Ray 54
Elder, Gene M II
Elliott, Ralph Clayton 59
Elsee, John B 60
England, Juanito Rose 34
Engle, Viola 77
Ertel, John D 13
Estes, Mildred 10
Evans, Pauleene F 26
Evans, Wilda Jo 65
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